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ABSTRACT
Current cytotoxic chemotherapy in the field of biomedical engineering,
especially cancer therapy has been limited by poor efficiency and high toxicity
due to immediate drug release, non-specific tissue distribution, degradation by
chemical and enzymatic hydrolysis, and low cellular uptake efficiency. The
purposes of this study were to develop a silk fibroin-based nanoparticles drug
delivery system by supercritical CO2 technology to decrease the adverse side
effects of the drugs and enhance drug performance.
To achieve the objectives of the research, in the first part, silk fibroin (SF)
nanoparticles were fabricated via solution-enhanced dispersion by supercritical
CO2 (SEDS) for the first time successfully. The influence of process parameters
on particle size and SF nanoparticles formation mechanism were investigated.
The results indicated that precipitation temperature, concentration and flow rate
of SF solution have a positive effect, while precipitation pressure has a negative
effect. The nanoparticle formation mechanism was elucidated with the formation
and growth of silk fibroin nuclei in the gaseous miscible phase evolved from
initial droplets generated by the liquid-liquid phase split.
Secondly, to characterize silk fibroin (SF) nanoparticles and explore their
application in drug delivery systems, ethanol was used to treat drug loaded SF
nanoparticles
demonstrated

for

inducing
excellent

water

insolubility.

biocompatibility,

The

SF

nanoparticles

time-dependent

and

concentration-dependent cellular uptake properties, and thus can be used as
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drug carrier. However, the drug leakage is a critical issue in the process of
ethanol treatment.
Thirdly, in order to overcome the disadvantages of SF nanoparticles and
develop a novel SF/PPP nanoparticles drug carrier with the advantages of
natural SF and synthetic PLLA-PEG-PLLA (PPP) polymer, a modified SEDS
process was designed to prepare the SF/PPP composite nanoparticles. The
results of biological evaluation showed that the silk fibroin can improve the
property of PPP as drug carrier. SF/PPP nanoparticles possessed much better
biocompatibility and can accelerate cell adhesion and internalization compared
with PPP nanoparticles.
Furthermore, in order to study the application of SF/PPP nanoparticles in
cancer therapy, anti-cancer drug, paclitaxel (PTX) was loaded into SF/PPP
nanoparticles by the SEDS process. The resulting PTX loaded SF/PPP
(PTX-SF/PPP) nanoparticles do not need induction of water solubility so that
the drug loss of PTX loaded silk fibroin nanoparticles in post-treatment can be
avoided. PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticle could enhance the solubility of PTX and
exhibited controlled drug release property. Especially the drug release rate in
PBS solution could be accelerated with decrease of the pH value from 7.4 to 6.0.
This property can benefit the tumor-specific therapy due to the unique tumor
environment. MTS assay demonstrated in vitro anti-tumor activity of the
PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles for MCF-7 and HePG-2 cells after one week was
slightly higher than that of free PTX. In terms of the characteristics of
II

nanoparticles, PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles have potential application in the field
of tumor therapy.
Finally, in order to enhance the targeting efficiency of the SF/PPP
nanoparticles to the tumor site, a tumor-specific ligand, folic acid (FA), was
grafted onto the surface of the SF/PPP nanoparticles successfully by conjugation
of the amino group on the silk fibroin with the carboxylic group of folic acid
activated by EDC/NHS. Flow cytometric analysis showed that the FA-SF/PPP
possessed a higher cellular uptake by MCF-7 tumor cell than SF/PPP
nanoparticles. However, MTS assay indicated that in vitro anti-tumor activity had
no significant difference between PTX-loaded FA-SF/PPP and PTX-loaded
SF/PPP nanoparticles. Due to the tumor-targeted delivery, high drug load and
controlled drug release property, the PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles can be
utilized as an effective drug delivery system for tumor targeted therapy.
In conclusion, silk fibroin-based nanoparticles drug delivery systems
including SF, SF/PPP, and FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles have been developed by
supercritical CO2 technology successfully. These nanostructured drug delivery
systems have potential application in the field of biomedical engineering,
especially cancer therapy.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Current cytotoxic chemotherapy have many limitation, including
severe

toxicity,

substantial

removel

from circulation after

systemic

administration, widespread distribution among all tissues, degradation by
chemical and enzymatic hydrolysis, and low cellular uptake efficiency [1-2].
Large efforts are ongoing to fabricate smart polymer nanoparticle drug delivery
systems to decrease adverse side effects of drug and enhance therapeutic
efficiency. It may protect therapeutic agents from degradation, enhance cell entry,
and make it possible for the administration of poorly water-soluble drugs [3-5].
Polymer nanoparticles based on silk fibroin (SF) are very promising
because SF is a nonthrombogenic, anti-inflammatory, and highly biocompatible
natural polymer. Additional properties of SF contain swelling properties that
depend on solution pH, its strong affinity to polysaccharides and improving cell
adhesion [6-7]. Also, the silk fibroin molecules possess many functional groups
that can be modified by tumor-specific ligands such as folic acid to obtain a
tumor-targeted drug delivery [8-12].
However, the difficulties in processing, high natural variability and water
solubility of silk fibroin have limited its application as drug delivery matrix
[12-14]. Post treatment by ethanol or methanol to induce water-insolubility of SF
nanoparticles might result in drug leakage [12].
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Biodegradable

synthetic

polymer

poly-L-Lactide

(PLLA) and

its

copolymers with polyethylene glycol (PEG) such as PLLA-PEG-PLLA (PPP)
nanoparticles have obtained much attention because of desired features ,
including outstanding processing properties, flexible structure, stability and
controlled drug release property [15,16]. Therefore synthetic polymer can
overcome the disadvantage of SF nanoparticles. Especially, the use of PEG could
decrease internalization of particle by the mononuclear phagocytic system and
prolong circulation times of drugs in vivo.
However, the major challenge for these synthetic polymers is undesirable
biological responses to cells and/or tissues and are not always suitable for
tumor-targeted chemical modification due to lack of bioactive functions such as
carboxyl or amine groups. Furthermore, their degradation products are relatively
strong acids and cause inflammation [17]. Therefore, improvement of
biocompatibility is also important for synthetic polymers.
Combination of natural and synthetic polymer is an effective strategy to
overcome their disadvantages [18]. Therefore, it is necessary to fabricate SF/PPP
composite nanoparticles, which could exhibit excellent biocompatibility and
prolonged the blood circualation times of drugs as well as tumor-targeted drug
delivery via conjugation with the tumor-specific ligands such as folic acid.
The conventional methods for the preparation of polymer nanoparticles
involve emulsification/solvent evaporation, nanoprecipitation, salting out and
spray drying methods [19]. However, the major disadvantage of these methods is
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the high residual solvent content that may cause toxicity in the final products. In
addition, it is difficult to control particle size of the products. Moreover, high
temperatures employed in these methods such as spary drying may induce
denaturation of active substances.
Recently, nanoparticle formation techniques using supercritical CO2, have
been utilized as an interesting alternative to the methods mentioned above
because of the mild critical conditions (Tc=304.1K, Pc=7.38 MPa), non-toxicity,
non-flammability and affordable costs [20-21]. In particular, as a modified
supercritical anti-solvent (SAS) process, solution-enhanced dispersion by
supercritical CO2 (SEDS), in which supercritical CO2 and solution are atomized
by a coaxial nozzle to obtain a smaller droplet and intensify mixing to increase
mass transfer rates, has been widely used to prepare nanoparticles due to the
lower operational temperature and resulting particles, which are smaller in size as
well as have more controlled morphology, and less or no solvent residue or
impurities.
Based on the analysis above, it is clear that to develop SF-based
nanoparticles drug delivery system by supercritical CO2 techonology for tumor
therapy involves multidisciplinary knowledge and research in this field, which
will be reviewed in Chapter 2, including nanoparticles drug delivery system for
tumor therapy, SF-based polymer nanoparticles such as SF, SF/PPP and tumor
targeted SF/PPP nanoparticles, nanoparticles formation technology, and
supercritical fluid technology.
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1.2 Project objectives
In literature review in Chapter 2, many research gaps were identified and
summarized. In order to fill those gaps and achieve the goal of developing silk
fibroin-based nanoparticles drug delivery system for tumor therapy, paclitaxel
(PTX) was chosen as anti-tumor model drug and silk fibroin-based polymer
including SF and SF/PPP were chosen as matrix materials to load PTX. The
solution enhanced dispersion by supercritical CO2 (SEDS) process will be
investigated to fabricate PTX loaded SF-based nanoparticles delivery system for
tumor therapy. Furthermore, functional substances such as folic acid (FA) can be
used to modify the surface of SF/PPP nanoparticles to achieve tumor-targeted
therapy. Therefore, this study has the following principal objectives:
(1) To prepare silk fibroin (SF) nanoparticles via solution enhanced dispersion by
supercritical CO2 (SEDS) process, investigate effect of process parameters on
particle size and study the formation mechanism;
(2) To characterize SF nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS process and explore
their application in drug delivery system;
(3) To fabricate SF/PPP nanoparticles as novel drug carrier by the SEDS process.
(4) To encapsulate PTX using SF/PPP nanoparticles and study the anti-tumor
activity of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles in vitro;
(5) To develop a smart folic acid grafted PTX-SF/PPP (PTX-FA-SF/PPP)
nanoparticles for tumor-targeted therapy.
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1.3 Project significance and originality
The significance and originality mainly include the following four points:
(1) The present study will provide a novel technique with many advantages to
prepare SF nanoparticles, which can be utilized extensively in textiles, food, the
specialized cosmetic industry and biomedical fields.
(2) The current research tries to incorporate natural silk fibroin (SF) into the
synthetic polymer (PPP) for the first time by the SEDS process to fabricate novel
SF/PPP nanoparticles, which can be used as novel biomaterial, especially drug
carrier in biomedical fields.
(3) This project is anticipated to develop a smart folic acid grafted SF/PPP
(FA-SF/PPP) nanoparticles drug delivery system, which has potential clinical
application in tumor-targeted therapy.
(4) The present research will develop knowledge and theoretical understanding
of the physical, chemical and biological characteristics of SF, SF/PPP and
FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles, especially biocompatibility, controlled drug release
and tumor-targeted properties.

1.4 Research methodology
To achieve the objectives of the project mentioned in this Chapter, the
following research methodology was employed:
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1.4.1 Nanoparticle formation technology
Solution-enhanced dispersion by supercritical CO2 (SEDS) was used to
fabricate silk fibroin (SF) nanoparticles, SF/PPP composite nanoparticles and
drug loaded SF/PPP nanoparticles. The SEDS apparatus is made up of three main
parts: a CO2 supply system, an organic solution (or particle suspension) delivery
system and a high pressure vessel with a volume of 1000 ml. An ‘injector’ with
two containers separated by a piston was acted as the particle suspension delivery
system. Using the SEDS process, when the desired experimental conditions were
achieved, the organic solution containing solute was transported into the high
pressure vessel via a stainless steel coaxial nozzle by an HPLC pump. The
products of nanoparticles can be collected from the high pressure vessel for
characterization.
For tumor-targeted modification of nanoparticles, folic acid (FA) was
chosen as tumor-specific ligand to be grafted on the surface of the SF/PPP
nanoparticles successfully by conjugation of the amino group on the silk fibroin
with

the

carboxylic

group

of

folic

acid

activated

by

N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N-ethyl-carbodiimide/N-hydroxysuccinimide (EDC/
NHS). After being puriﬁed, the FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles powder can be obtained
by vacuum-drying overnight for the next experiment.

1.4.2 Characterization of nanoparticles
The morphologies, structures, and physical and chemical properties of the
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silk fibroin-based nanoparticles, including silk fibroin nanoparticles, SF/PPP
nanoparticles, folate-SF/PPP nanoparticles and drug loaded nanoparticles were
characterized and analyzed with the use of advanced techniques such as field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), Powder X-ray diffraction (XRPD), and UV-Vis
Spectroscopy.

1.4.3 Drug loading and in vitro release properties
The content of drug was analyzed by an ultraviolet (UV) spectrophotometer
or UV-Vis/HPLC measurement. Drug load is the ratio of drug to the gross weight
of the drug loaded polymer nanoparticles. Encapsulation efficiency is the ratio of
wt. of drug entrapped in nanoparticles to the gross weight drug used in the
experiment. The in vitro drug release property can be showed by studying the
drug release curve determined based on the cumulative release percentage of
drug (%, w/w) in PBS solution over long periods of time.

1.4.4 Biological evaluation of nanoparticles
The biocompatibility of SF-based nanoparticles can be evaluated by
3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H
-tetrazolium (MTS) assay and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay. In virto
cytotoxicity activity of drug loaded SF-based nanoparticles can be evaluated by
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MTS assay and Live/Dead assy. Cellular uptake studies of nanoparticles were
observed using Fluorescent Microscopy (Nikon, Eclipse 80i). Fluorescent
intensity was measured using Image J and was normalized to cell number per
image. Besides, Flow Cytometry analysis was also used to count the cellular
uptake efficiency and confirm the specificity of cellular uptake of folic acid
modiﬁed SF/PPP nanoparticles to cancer cells by performing coculture
experiments with Human foreskin fibroblasts (HHF-1) and Human breast
adenocarcinoma cell line (MCF-7) cell line.

1.5 Thesis outline
Introduction

Chapter 1

Literature review

Chapter 2

Study on formation of silk fibroin (SF) nanoparticles
by SEDS process

Chapter 3

Characterization SF nanoparticles and its potential
application as drug carrier

Chapter 4

Development of SF/PPP nanoparticles in
supercritical CO2

Chapter 5

Preparation, characterization and in vitro anti-tumor
activity of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles

Chapter 6

Preparation, characterization and in vitro anti-tumor
activity of smart PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles

Chapter 7

Conclusions and suggestions for future research

Chapter 8

Figure 1.1 Schematic research framework and thesis outline
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The thesis consists of eight Chapters as shown in Figure 1.1. Chapter 1
provides an introduction to the significance of developing a smart nanoparticle
drug delivery system for anti-tumor therapy. The project objectives, significance
and originality, and research methodology are presented as well.
In order to achieve the objectives, Chapter 2 reviews a broad spectrum of
research in relation to silk fibroin/PLLA-PEG-PLLA (SF/PPP) nanoparticles for
tumor therapy, in which limitations and knowledge gaps are identified. The next
Chapters will fill these gaps.
Chapter 3 presents a method to prepare silk fibroin nanoparticles,
investigate the effect of process parameters on particle size with Minitab
software and study the possible particle formation mechanism.
Chapter 4 focuses on characterization of silk fibroin nanoparticles and
exploring their application as drug carrier.
Chapter 5 introduces the preparation and characterization of SF/PPP
nanoparticles by the SEDS process.
Chapter 6 presents the application of SF/PPP nanoparticles as a drug
carrier. PTX was encapsulated by SF/PPP nanoparticles. The physical and
chemical properties, controlled drug release property and in vitro anti-tumor
activity of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles were investigated.
Chapter 7 is an extension of Chapter 6. It describes a smart PTX-SF/PPP
folic acid grafted PTX loaded silk fibroin/PPP (PTX-FA-SF/PPP) nanoparticles
for tumor-targeted therapy.
9

Finally, Chapter 8 provides the general conclusions and some suggestions
for future work.
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Chapter 2 Literature review
2.1 Nanoparticle drug delivery system for tumor
therapy
2.1.1 Tumor therapy
Cancer is a leading cause of death around the world, causing approximately
7.6 million deaths (around 13% of all deaths) in 2008. Moreover, cancer
deaths will continue to rise to over 11 million in 2030 [22]. It results from the
uncontrolled growth and spread of abnormal cells due to inherited or
environment-induced mutations. Because most human cancers (>85%) are
related to solid tumors, current tumor therapy depends on the type and stage of
your cancer, but it often involves chemotherapy, radiation, surgery, or a
combination of these treatments to eliminate tumor cells from the human body
[23]. In the absence of curative treatment modalities, cytotoxic chemotherapy is
the most widely used treatment for cancer in order to improve therapeutic
efficiency and prolong the life of cancer patients [24, 25].
Chemotherapy is one of the most common treatments for cancer that uses
drugs to destroy cancer cells. Advances in conventional chemotherapy have led
to an improvement in patient survival. However, most current anticancer agents
are subjected to undesirable biodistribution, systemic toxicity and adverse side
effects. They lack selectivity to reach tumor cells, not just killing cancer cells,
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but also harming healthy ones [2]. For example, the commonly used anticancer
drugs, including paclitaxel (PTX), doxorubicin, fluorouracil (5-Fu), cisplatin and
Tamoxifen, are toxic to both tumor and normal cells. Secondly, limited systemic
circulation lifetime also reduces the therapeutic efficiency [26]. Moreover, larger
dosages are demanded because of the limit of bioavaibility of these drugs to
tumor tissue, resulting in higher toxicity to normal tissue and an increased
incidence of multiple drug resistance. In addition, they may be very expensive
due to limited supply [22]. Therefore, there is urgent need to develop advanced
smart drug delivery system to reduce the severity of side effects during the
administration of chemotherapeutic drugs and to minimize the occurrence of
multidrug resistance as a cause of nonresponsive or refractory disease.

2.1.2 Nanoparticle drug delivery system
A drug delivery system (DDS) consists of drug carrier in which the active
drug is dissolved, dispersed, or encapsulated, or onto which the active ingredient
is adsorbed or attached [27]. Drug carrier materials play a significant role in the
delivery of drug. These carriers can be processed into different drug-controlled
release systems, such as nanoparticles, microspheres, microcapsules, pills,
emulsions and so on.
Among them, nanoparticles have attacted much attention for their ability to
be used as an effective carrier in promoting the efficacy of drugs. Nanoparticles
as drug carrier were first developed around the 1970s by Birrenbach G. and
12

Speiser PP [28]. They were initially colloidal particulate systems with sizes
ranging from 1~1000 nm, demonstrating unique characteristics because of their
“size effect”. As is known, the diameter of the smallest capillaries in the human
body is about 4 μm. Therefore, nanoparticles with small diameter allows for
access into all sites in the human body by intravenous, intramuscular, or
subcutaneous route. Besides, nanoparticle with small diameter could decrease
irritant reactions at the injection site. Especially, nanoparticles can enhance
therapeutic efficiency of drug by controlled drug release property and selectively
deliver anticancer drugs to the tumor site by the Enhanced Permeability and
Retention effect (EPR-effect).

Enhanced Permeability and Retention effect (EPR-effect)
Most nanoparticles are inclined to accumulate in tumors because of the
pathophysiologic characteristics of tumor blood vessels. In general, Owing to the
rapid growth of the tumor cells and insufficient nutrients and oxygen supply, the
incomplete tumor vasculature leads to leaky vessels with pore size of 0.1μm to 2
μm as compared to normal vessel junctions of 5~10 nm, depending on the tumor
type [29,30]. These large pores cause high vascular permeability in tumors.
Therefore, nanoparticles with small size could get into tumors [31,32]. The
compound in tumors will have a retention time higher than that in normal tissues
due to the lack of well-defined lymphatic system, which can clear
macromolecules [33]. Therefore, the increased permeability of tumor vasculature
13

coupled with impaired lymphatic system result in “enhanced permeability and
retention” (EPR) effect, which was first reported in 1986 by Matsumura and
Maeda based on the observations that macromolecules exhibit an enhanced
tumor accumulation [34, 35].

Controlled drug release
Nanoparticles can encapsulate various types of drugs and exhibit controlled
drug release property. Controlled release formulation (CR) overcomes many of
the drawbacks of conventional immediate release formulation (IR). Contrary to
conventional IR dosage forms, CR can reduce drug plasma level fluctuations and
maintain a steady drug plasma level between the minimum effective
concentration and maximum safe concentration over a prolonged time period;
thus the adverse side effects of drugs can be decreased as shown in Figure 2.1. So
it makes controlled release especially suitable for the drugs that have plasma
peak levels associated with side effects and the drugs with a short terminal
half-life of elimination. Secondly, controlled release formulation can protect
drugs, especially proteins, from being destroyed by human body. Moreover, the
reduced side effects and lower frequency of administration of CR also increase
patient comfort and compliance, especially in patients who are subject to a
chronic disease. Besides, it also reduces healthcare costs because of lower
dosages and reduction of side effects [36, 37].
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Figure 2.1 Plasma drug concentration profiles for (a) conventional immediate
release formulation (IR) and (b) controlled release formulation (CR)
Besides, nanoparticles provide the feasibility of variable routes of drug
administration, including injection, transdermal absorption, oral application and
inhalation. In some cases, by conjugation with tumor-specific ligands, it can even
provide tumor-targeted drug delivery and is very suitable for tumor therapy [38,
39].
In terms of these advantages above, nanoparticle drug delivery systems have
attracted much attention and are being applied to overcome several shortcomings
of conventional drug delivery systems such as non-selective distribution in the
body, low bioavailability, poor solubility in water, and low therapeutic indices
[40]. Figure 2.2 shows the advantages of nanoparticles drug delivery system in
the treatment of cancer. Therefore, it is very necessary to develop nanoparticle
drug delivery systems for tumor therapy.
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Figure 2.2 Advantages of using nanoparticles drug delivery system for cancer
therapy compared to free drug [41]

2.2 Polymer nanoparticles
Over the past few decades, many effective nanoparticles drug delivery
systems have been developed. These nanoparticles generally can be prepared
using various kinds of materials including liposomes [42-44], metal [45-47], and
polymers (polymer nanoparticles, micelles, or dendrimers) [48, 49]. Especially,
polymer nanoparticles drug delivery systems have attracted much attention
because of their ability to preferentially deliver drugs to cancer cells. They were
reported by Kataoka's group in the 1990s through the development of
doxorubicin-conjugated PLGA-PEG block copolymer micelles [50].
Polymers used in controlled drug delivery may be classified as either (i)
biodegradable and biostable, or (ii) natural and synthetic [51]. Suitable polymer
16

should not only be biodegradable in response to biological condition but also
exhibit excellent biocompatibility in human body. Besides, a polymer applied in
biomedical fields should be unchanged during storage, easily processable, and
sterilizable [52].
Table 2.1 Biodegradable and biocompatible materials used to prepare polymer
particles
Classification
Natural

Polysaccharides

Polymer
Cellulose, alginate, dextran, starch, chitin

/chitosan, and hyaluronic acid derivatives

Synthetic

Proteins

(e.g., soy, collagen, ﬁbrin, gelatin, albumin)

Polyesters

Poly(lactic acid), poly(glycolic acid),
Poly(hydroxyl butyrate), Poly(ε-caprolactone),
Poly(-malic acid), poly(dioxanones)
Polyesters

Polyanhydrides

Poly(sebacicacid), poly(adipic acid),
poly(terphthalic acid) and various copolymers

Polyamides

Poly(imino carbonates), polyamino acids

Phosphorous-based

Polyphosphates, polyphosphonates,

polymers
Others

polyphosphazenes
Poly(cyano acrylates), polyurethanes,
poly-orthoesters, polydihydropyrans,
polyacetals
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Table 2.1 shows the biodegradable and biocompatible materials used to
prepare polymer nanoparticles. Among the available potential biodegradable and
biocompatible polymer, protein-based nanoparticles play an important role.
Proteins are macromolecules composed of amino acids that have been widely
used in biomedical fields due to their unique functionalities. Proteins-based
natural polymer materials include collagen, ﬁbrin, gelatin, albumin, etc. They are
biodegradable, non-antigenic, and possess excellent biocompatibility. Besides,
proteins exhibit various functional groups and can trigger a biological response to
cells. Especially, the surface of protein nanoparticles can be modified by covalent
attachment of drugs and ligands to enhance therapeutic efficiency [53].
Nowadays research is focused on the fabrication of nanoparticles using
proteins like collagen, ﬁbrin, gelatin and albumin [53-56]. Recently, a
nanoparticle formulation of albumin-bound paclitaxel has been applied in clinics
for the treatment of metastatic breast cancer [57]. However, study of using
natural nanoparticle drug carriers for tumor therapy is still lacking. Silk fibroin
(SF)-based nanoparticles, one kinds of protein nanoparticles delivery system that
could solve limitations of synthetic degradable polymer nanoparticles, has
attracted much attention.

2.2.1 Silk fibroin (SF) nanoparticles
Silk ﬁbroin (SF), obtained from Bombyx mori is a natural fibrous
protein composed of 5507 amino acid repeats consisting of repeated motifs
18

(Gly-Ala-Gly-Ala-Gly-Ser)n. The biomacromolecule is a heterodimeric protein
with a heavy chain (395 kDa) and a light chain (25 kDa) connected by a single
disulfide bond. And a glycoprotein, P25 associated with disulfide-linked heavy
and light chains by noncovalent interaction [58]. It exhibits little or no
immunological reaction and retains many of the desirable features of silk
materials [59]. Due to its excellent features of biocompatibility, long-term
degradability and improving cell adhesion and proliferation [7] , SF can be
applied to biomaterials such as the matrix for enzyme immobilization [60],
mammalian cell culture [61, 62], drug delivery system [63, 64], artificial skin
[65].
Silk fibroin microparticles have been shown to have desired physical and
chemical

features

for

controlled

drug

delivery,

including

excellent

biocompatibility, mechanical stability, excellent drug loading and release
properties, mild operating conditions and slow biodegradability [66]. However,
the study using silk fibroin nanoparticles as drug delivery system is still lacking.
Yan

et

al.

synthesized

insulin-silk

fibroin

nanoparticles

derivatives through coupling silk fibroin nanoparticles with insulin molecules
successfully [67]. The results suggested that compared to the half-life of native
insulin in human serum in vitro, the half-life of the insulin in insulin-silk fibroin
nanoparticles increased by about 1.5 times. In conclusion, the silk fibroin
nanoparticles can be used as protein nanoparticles drug delivery system in the
field of biomedical application.
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Recently, silk fibroin (SF) nanoparticles have been utilized to load
anti-cancer drug paclitaxel (PTX). Chen et al. prepared PTX-loaded SF
nanoparticles in a range of 270~520 nm successfully [68]. The SF concentration
and original paclitaxel-loading volume affect drug load, encapsulation efficiency,
and in vitro released property of paclitaxel-loaded SF nanoparticles obviously.
PTX can be released in a stable way over 9 days and the maximal drug load is
about 6.9%. However, when the drug load was decreased to about 3.0%, the
release time of PTX-loaded SF nanoparticles can reach 2 weeks.
In a word, owing to excellent biocompatibility, controlled drug release
property, it is necessary to developing silk fibroin nanoparticles as drug delivery
system used in biomedical field. Moreover, the abundant functional groups of
silk fibroin offer sites for chemical modification such as flurosecent attachement
and tumor-specific ligands conjugation to provide flurosecent guidance and the
tumor targeted drug delivery.

2.2.2 Silk

fibroin

/PLLA-PEG-PLLA

(SF/PPP)

nanoparticles
However, the difficulties in processing, high natural variability and water
solubility of silk fibroin have limited its application as drug delivery matrix.
Especially, post treatment by ethanol and methanol to induce water-insolubility
of SF nanoparticles might result in drug leakage.
Synthetic biodegradable polymers with precise chemical composition can
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overcome the disadvantages of silk fibrion above and are more easily designed
for specific application, such as controlled rates of dissolution, permeability,
degradation, and erosion [69]. Therefore, it has been commonly used as drug
carrier in biomedical fields. U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved
polymers, such as homopolymers of poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) or poly(glycolide)
(PGA) and their copolymers poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), are
commonly applied in biomedical devices.
Nowadays, increasing attention is focused on the preparation of block
copolymers such as di-block poly(L-lactide)-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLLA-PEG)
and

tri-block

poly(L-lactide)-poly(ethylene

glycol)-poly(L-lactide)

(PLLA-PEG-PLLA) nanoparticles as drug carriers due to their biocompatibility
and excellent drug encapsulation and sustained release property [70, 71].
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is also FDA-approved polymer. The use of
polyethylene glycol (PEG) in the copolymers can inhibit the adhesion of
opsonins, thus decrease internalization of nanoparticles by the mononuclear
phagocytic system. Besides, the opsonization-inhibiting property of PEG clearly
extends in vivo circulation times of entrapped drug [72, 73]. Therefore,
PEGylation of particles together with the enhanced permeability and retention
(EPR) effect of particle with small diameter has been shown to result in an
enhanced accumulation of entrapped drugs in the tumor tissue of animal model
or cancer patients with increased vascular permeability and impaired lymphatic
drainage.

Besides,

the

high hydrophilic nature
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of

PEG

enhances

the solubility and bioavailability of water-insoluble drugs.
Therefore, amphiphilic block copolymer nanoparticles can enhance drug
bioavailability and reduce the severe side effects and is very suitable for tumor
therapy. Further study about developing amphiphilic block copolymers such as
PLLA-PEG-PLLA (PPP) nanoparticles drug delivery system to treat tumor is
very necessary. However, they also have several obvious weaknesses, such as
acidic degradation products which are released continuously in vivo and invoke a
chronic immune response [74, 75] and undesirable biological response in cells or
host tissues due to their strong hydrophobicity, high crystallinity and absence of
bioactive groups.
In summary, the combination of a synthetic polymer with natural polymer
especially silk fibroin can overcome their disadvantages and thus has attracted
much attention. Therefore, there is a strong need to develop silk
fibroin/PLLA-PEG-PLLA (SF/PPP) composite nanoparticles. It is an effective
stragety to fabricate novel biomaterial with the desired physical and chemical
properties, mechanical strength, and biological responses. Most importantly, silk
fibroin has many bioactive groups, which can provide sites for conjugating with
tumor-specific ligands to achieve tumor-targeted drug delivery.

2.2.3 Tumor targeted SF/PPP nanoparticles
In order to treat tumor effectively, anticancer drugs should be delivered
into the desired tumor tissues through many obstacles in the body with minimal
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loss of their therapeutic efficiency in the blood circulation. Once arriving in the
area of tumor tissue, the anticancer drug can selectively kill targeted tumor cellss
without impairing normal cells by passive and active targeting [41].
The enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect is the most
commonly used passive strategy to selectively deliver an effective therapeutic
agent to tumor area. Another passive targeting approach is the unique
microenvironment surrounding tumor. Average extracellular pH value in tumors
is between 6.0 and 7.0. However, the extracellular pH value in normal tissues is
about 7.4. Moreover, healthy tissues and tumors have a similar intracellular pH
value [5, 7, 76]. pH responsive polymers were designed to stabilize biomedical
devices under normal physiological pH condition and release therapeutic agent in
the unique tumor microenvironment [77,78].
Nevertheless, passive targeting also suffers from several drawbacks. Firstly,
the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect is not very effective in all
tumors because the level of tumor vascularization and angiogenesis depends on
the tumor types and anatomical sites. Besides, the high interstitial fluid pressure
in the centre of tumors could hinder effective drug delivery to tumor cells [5].
Thirdly, PEGylated surfaces of polymer such as PLLA-PEG-PLLA can not only
prevent clearance by the mononuclear phagocyte system, but also decrease
interactions between drug carrier and cell surfaces. The difficulty in targeted
delivery of anti-cancer drugs may result in drug expulsion and induction of
multiple drug resistance (MDR), which inevitably impairs and decreases
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therapeutic effects [30].
To overcome these disadvantages associated with passive targeting,
another type of drug delivery strategy called “active targeting” has been
developed. Active targeting is also called ligand based targeting. Comonly used
targeting ligands contains folic acid, monoclonal antibodies, peptides, aptamers,
transferring, and hyaluronic acid [15]. Folic acid (FA) is a commonly used
tumor-specific ligand for targeted delivery of anti-cancer drug in that it is
inexpensive, nonimmunogenic, nontoxic, easy to be conjugated to a carrier via its
γ-carboxyl group, maintain high binding affinity toward its receptor, and are
environmentally stable [79-81]. In addition, recycling of folate receptors in target
cells can lead to the transport of more FA conjugates. The folate receptor, a
38kDa glycoprotein, exhibits limited expression on healthy cells but are often
present in large numbers on human epithelial cancer cells [82, 83]. So far, many
studies about tumor-targeted drug delivery have been reported by direct
conjugation of folate to drug carriers such as polymeric micelles [84],
macromolecules [85], nanoparticles [86], and liposomes [87].
Although there has been much progress using targeted nanoparticle
drug delivery systems to enhance the efficacy of separately administered
chemotherapeutics and gene/protein therapy, clinical application of targeted
cancer

drugs

is

still

lacking.

Therefore,

tumor

targeted

silk

fibroin/PLLA-PEG-PLLA nanoparticles that combine PEG modification and
folate-mediated drug delivery remain to be developed.
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2.3 Nanoparticle preparation technology
Nanoparticles can be directly fabricated either by polymerization of
monomers using classical polymerization-based methods or from performed
polymers. They exhibit many disadvantages such as inadequate biodegradability
of the product and the presence of toxic residues. To avoid these problems and
obtain particle systems with excellent biocompatibility, many methods have been
developed based on utilizing biomacromolecules or preformed synthetic
polymers [88].
For PLLA and PEG copolymer, methods utilized for formulating
polymeric

nanoparticles

from

preformed

polymers

mainly

include

emulsification/solvent evaporation, nanoprecipitation, salting out, spray drying
methods and supercritical fluid technology. Many scientists have also studied the
preparation of silk fibroin particles. The methods used to produce silk fibroin
particles contain emulsiﬁcation, salting out, spary drying mainly [89-91]. Besides,
some novel techniques such as laminar jet breakup [12], lipid templating [92],
two-phase microﬂuidic ﬂow-focusing device [93] have been developed. Here, the
most commonly used methods to fabricate polymer nanoparticles will be
introduced as follows:

2.3.1 Emulsification/solvent evaporation
Emulsification-solvent evaporation is the most wildly used method for the
production of polymer nanoparticles due to its simple procedure and broad drug
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applicability [94]. In this method, the drug is dissolved or dispersed into a
polymer solution in an organic solvent such as dichloromethane, chloroform or
ethyl acetate. Then the mixture is emulsified into an aqueous solution to make an
oil/water (O/W) emulsion by using a surfactant such as poly(vinyl alcohol)
(PVA), poloxamer-188, etc. Afterwards, solidified nanoparticles can be obtained
by evaporating organic solvent [95]. The double emulsion solvent evaporation
method (W/O/W) is a modified emulsification-solvent evaporation technique and
can be employed to entrap small hydrophilic drugs and proteins. An aqueous
drug solution is emulsified into an organic polymer solution. In these two kinds
of methods, high-speed homogenization or sonication usually was employed to
form emulsion [57].

2.3.2 Salting out
Bindschaedler et al. first reported a modified emulsion technique, which
involved a salting-out process and could avoid using surfactants and chlorinated
solvents [96, 97]. In the salting-out technique, polymer are initially dissolved in a
water-miscible solvent (acetone, ethanol and N –methyl-2-pyrrolidone) together
with drug. Then the solvent is emulsified into an aqueous gel containing the
salting-out agent and a colloidal stabilizer to form an oil/water emulsion. Then
sufficient amount of aqueous solution is added into the emulsion to improve the
diffusion of acetone into the aqueous phase followed by the precipitation of
polymer nanoparticles. Finally, using cross-flow filtration, the solvent and the
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salting-out agent can be removed [98].

2.3.3 Nanoprecipitation (or solvent displacement method)
The application of emulsification techniques is greatly limited by
disadvantages such as working with toxic solvents (dichloromethane, chloroform)
and the requirement of high energy apparatus (ultrasound probe or homogenizer).
In contrast, nanoprecipitation does not involve the input of external energy and
needs less toxic organic solvents.
The nanoprecipitation method (also known as solvent displacement method)
was disclosed by Fessi et al. for the production of polymer nanoparticles [99]. An
organic solvent (acetone, methanol and ethanol) that is completely miscible with
the aqueous solution was used in this process. Then organic solution of the
hydrophobic polymer and drug is added dropwise into an aqueous solution
containing stabilizer under stirring. Interfacial tension between the aqueous
phases and organic phase will be reduced by rapid solvent diffusion into the
aqueous phase. Then the formation of polymer nanoparticles will be induced.
Finally, the solvent will be eliminated under vacuum [100].

2.3.4 Spray drying
In the emulsion methods, the process parameters need be controlled
precisely to get desirable encapsulation efficiency. It is also difficult to remove
large amounts of the organic solvent from polymer nanoparticles. Therefore,
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large-scale production has been limited. Spray drying is one of the most comonly
used industrial process. It has fast drying speed, few process parameters and is
very suited for continuous production [94]. In this process, polymer and drug are
dissolved in an organic solvent and sprayed through a fine nozzle. Spherical
particles form with the immediate evaporation of the solvent. The major
drawback of spray drying technique is the adhesion of the product to the inner
walls of the spray-dryer. High temperatures are generally employed in this
process, which can create problems, particularly in the encapsulation of peptides,
and proteins that are easily denatured. Spray drying produces particles that are
inclined to be in the micrometer size range and hence will not be considered
further here. The spray drying technique is very suitable for processing
thermo-labile materials due to absence of mechanical high energy input in this
process.
In a word, emulsion solvent extraction/evaporation does not require high
temperatures. The particle size of resulting particles can be controlled in a range
from the nano-scale to the macro-scale. However, experimental conditions need
be selected carefully to achieve products with desirable particle size and low
residual solvents. The disadvantages of salting out are that only lipophilic drugs
can be performed. Besides, it involves the extensive nanoparticles washing steps.
Nanoprecipitation is limited to hydrophobic drugs highly soluble in organic
solvents, but slightly soluble in water. All these three methods are difficult to
eliminate residual solvent and may cause toxic problem. Spray drying is
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expensive to operate due to high equipment and energy costs. Besides, spray
drying requires high temperatures and can produce the particle with big size
[101].
Therefore, there is a strong need to develop environmentally friendly
cleaning methods in mild operating conditions to produce polymer nanoparticles
of high purity without residual solvents. Recently, very attractive new
supercritical fluid (SCF) technologies have been established as useful
alternatives to conventional methods for preparation of particle, avoiding the
disadvantages of the conventional techniques. These techniques have the same
basic approach as conventional preparation methods: the formation of droplets
and precipitation of polymer and drug after the solvent is evaporated [102].

2.4 Supercritical fluid technology
Supercritical fluids (SCFs) are substances at temperature and pressure
conditions above their respective critical values (Pc; Tc). Figure 2.3 shows the
Schematic representation of a pure fluid in the P-T phase diagram [103]. The
densities of the SCFs are very close to those of liquids. However, the solubility
of solids in SCFs can be 3~10 orders of magnitude higher than in those of liquids.
Besides, a small change about temperature and pressure will cause a significant
changes about viscosity and diffusivity of the SCFs. Table 2.2 shows that SCFs
combine properties of liquids (high solubility, high density) and gases (low
viscosity) [104]. In another word, the SCFs can diffuse into solid materials more
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effectively than liquid solution. Therfore, it could enhance mass transfer, leading
to faster extraction [105]. Hence, SCFs have unique thermo-physical properties
and can penetrate substances like a gas and dissolve substances like a liquid.

Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of a pure fluid in the P-T phase diagram [103]

Table 2.2 Supercritical fluids combine properties of liquids (high solubility, high
density) and gases (low viscosity) [104]
Fluid state

Density, g/cm3

Viscosity, g/(cm·s)

Diffusion coefficient, cm2/s

Gas

(0.6-2)×10-3

(1-3)×10-4

0.1-0.4

SCF

0.2-0.9

(1-3)×10-4

(2-7)×10-4

Liquid

0.6-1.6

(1-3)×10-2

(0.2-2)×10-5

Among all the possible SCFs, supercritical CO2 (scCO2) is the most widely
used and has been shown to have great potential in the field of micronization of
materials because of its favorable critical conditions (Tc = 31.1°C, Pc = 7.38
MPa), non-toxicity, non-flammability, and low costs [109, 110] from the
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viewpoint of pharmaceutical, nutraceutical and food applications. The first
industrial applications of SCFs in the early 1980s is Supercritical Fluid
Extraction, which took the advantages of supercritical CO2 and utilized it as the
solvent to extract high value compounds from solid and liquid materials. Besides,
the operating conditions of low temperature and pressure make SCFs attractive
for pharmaceutical research.
Supercritical CO2 technology used for the preparation of nanoparticles with
controlled particle size and distribution is attracting widespread attention and has
exhibited a great perspective application in electronics, ceramics, materials,
pharmaceuticals, etc [108]. So far, the most common techniques for particle
formation using scCO2 include the rapid expansion of supercritical solutions
(RESS), particles from gas-saturated solutions or suspensions (PGSS), and Gas
or Supercritical Fluid AntiSolvent (GAS or SAS) [109-111]. In particular,
solution-enhanced dispersion by supercritical fluids (SEDS), a modified SAS
process, has been widely used to prepare micro or nanoparticles.

2.4.1 Rapid expansion of supercritical solutions (RESS)
The principle of particle formation in the RESS process is schematically
shown in Figure 2.4. In the RESS process, the substance to be precipitated is first
dissolved in a supercritical fluid. Then the resulting solution will be delivered
into a low-pressure vessel via a heated nozzle. The depressurization will induce
rapid precipitation of particles, which can be collected from the gaseous stream
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and are free of a residual solvent. The physical morphology of the resulting
particle products can be affected by the physical and chemical properties of the
material and on the process parameters such as temperature, pressure, flow rate
of solution, concentration of solution, etc [112]. The generation of particles with
small size can be obtained by a rapaid release of the solute in the gaseous phase.
In the RESS process, the high supersaturation ratios and a fast propagation of
pressure perturbation are two kinds of distinctive features [113].

Figure 2.4 Schematic illustration of the RESS technique [114]
As is known, the RESS process is an effective method to fabricate polymer
nanoparticles drug delivery systems. However, the limitation of this technique is
that most of FDA approved polymers and therapeutic agents have low solubility
in scCO2. Therefore, co-solvents that can dissolve solute and scCO2 have been
used to improve the solubility of solute in scCO2 and avoid the disadvantage of
the RESS process [108]. In general, the scCO2 has no polarity.

Moreover, many

materials including FDA approved polymers and therapeutic agents are polar or
high molecular weight compounds. Therefore, it is very difficult to dissolve these
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materials in the scCO2. Gas-saturated solutions or suspensions (PGSS) and Gas or
Supercritical fluid anti-solvent (GAS or SAS) can be used as an alternative to
solve this problem.

2.4.2 Gas-saturated solutions or suspensions (PGSS)
In the PGSS process, the materials that cannot be dissolved in supercritical
fluid can be precipitated. However, the limitation of this process is that the
products can absorb much gas, leading to materials swelling or a decrease in the
melting point (This effects is important for spraying temperature sensitive
substances) [115]. At the same time, the viscosity of the materials to be
powdered is considerable decreased [116]. As solubility of gases in materials is
much higher than that of materials in the gas phase, the process involves the
dissolution of supercritical fluid such as scCO2 in melted or liquid-suspended
substances, resulting in the dominated gas-saturated solution or suspension
[117]. When depressurizing the solution or suspension via an adequate nozzle
rapidly, due to its high vapor pressure, the solution or suspension will be cooled.
At the same time high supersaturation occurs and fine particles are formed. This
process has been shown to be very useful for the encapsulation of therapeutic
agents into polymer nanoparticles [118].
A schematic illustration of the PGSS techniques is displayed in Figure 2.5.
The expansion of the gas-saturated solution results in a rapid increase in degree
of supersaturation as well as the RESS process. The morphology, physical and
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chemical properties of particles depends on the process parameters, including
precipitation temperature, precipitation pressure, concentration of solution, flow
rate of solution and composition of the solute [107].

Figure 2.5 Schematic illustration of the PGSS technique [114]
Contrary to the RESS process, the material has to be melted before the
spraying process starts. Based on the fact, that the PGSS process sprays the
substance from the liquid phase and the RESS process from the supercritical state,
the solvent consumption is much lower with the PGSS process. Therefore the
advantage of the PGSS process is low pressure and lack of solvents in the whole
process ompared to that of the RESS process, and the lower consumption of gas
due to the lower ratios of gas/liquid than in the RESS process. However, a major
difficulty in the PGSS process is to prepare drug loaded polymer particles from a
highly viscous liquefied polymer and with a rapid polymer solidification rate on
depressurization. In addition, residual CO2 may result in agglomeration of the
resulting particles [116].
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2.4.3 Anti-solvent precipitation
In general, the use of scCO2 in the RESS or PGSS process as an
environmentally friendly alternative solvent is limited to the large-scale
preparation of micronized particles due to its relatively low solubility for most
polymers and therapeutic agents. The anti-solvent precipitation was developed to
solve this disadvantage. In this process, dense gas such as CO2 is utilized as
anti-solvent or non-solvent, which can be absorbed by an organic solvent. Then
liquid phase is expanded, reducing the solvent power and inducing the
precipitation of the solute. The anti-solvent precipitation can be classified in
many categories, including gas anti-solvent process (GAS), superciritcal
antisolvent process (SAS), aerosol solvent extraction systems (ASES) and
solution enhanced dispersion by supercritical CO2 (SEDS) processes.

Gas anti-solvent process (GAS)
Figure 2.6 displays a schematic illustration of the batch GAS techniques.
In the GAS process, the gas is delivered into the solution in a closed vessel and
the super-saturation of the solution occurs with the increase of the concentration
of the gas in the solution. Meanwhile nucleation and growth will result in the
formation of particles of the solute. Finally, the residual solvent of the resulting
particles can be removed by the anti-solvent. In this process, the gas acted as
antisolvent doesn’t need be kept at supercritical condition [107]. The principle of
the GAS process is based on a sharp decrease in the solvent power of the organic
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phase induced by adding a second fluid as anti-solvent [112]. The initial study
was explored by Gallagher et al. [119].

Figure 2.6 Schematic illustration of the batch GAS technique [103]
However, the main drawbacks of this method contain high residual solvents
and poor control over the surface morphology and particle size distribution
because of a batch discontinuous process.
In the batch GAS operation, an additional processing step is needed to
obtain a dry product because the liquid phase can not be completely eliminated.
In order to overcome this disadvantage, many continuous GAS techniques have
been developed, such as aerosol solvent extraction systems (ASES) and
supercritical antisolvent (SAS) process. In these processes, a liquid solution and
a supercritical fluid are delivered continuously to a precipitator.

Aerosol solvent extraction system (ASES)
Supercritical CO2 has been commonly used for the exaction and
purification of organic substances in the food and pharmaceutical industries.
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Figure 2.7 shows that in the ASES process, CO2 is first delivered into a high
pressure vessel until the system conditions reach the required level. Then the
organic solvent dissolving active substances is pumped via a nozzle into the high
pressure vessel containing scCO2 and precipitation occurs by rapid extraction of
organic solvent with scCO2 and followed by a washing process to remove the
organic solvent with a constant CO2 stream. After washing, the vessel was
depressurized and the resulting particles are collected as products. This technique
possesses many advantages including mild operational condition and resulting
particles free of solvent residues or impurities. Therefore, the ASES process has
been widely used in the field of particle engineering [120].

Figure 2.7 Schematic illustration of the ASES techniques [121]

Supercritical Anti-solvent (SAS) process
The traditional liquid antisolvent process produces micro/nanoparticles by
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the addition of an antisolvent into a liquid solution containing desirable solutes.
The antisolvent should be a liquid misicible with the primary solvent. This
process has limitations in controlling particle size and particle size distribution of
the products and eliminating organic solvent residues [121]. Recently, the SAS
process has been developed to overcome the disadvantages of the traditional
liquid antisolvent precipitation. The schematic diagram of the SAS process
apparatus is illustrated in Figure 2.8. In the SAS process, an organic solution
containing solute is sprayed via a nozzle to a high pressure vessel with scCO2,
resulting in completely mixture of the organic solution and the scCO2. Continued
feeding of scCO2 induces supersaturation of solute such as polymer and active
substances. Finally, particles can be precipitated in the vessel [122]. The SAS
process has been wildly used in the field of particle enginnering.

Figure 2.8 Schematic illustration of a typical continuous SAS process [105]
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Solution enhanced dispersion by supercritical CO2, SEDS
Solution enhanced dispersion by supercritical CO2 (SEDS) process is a
modiﬁed SAS process. In this process, the solution containing solute and
supercritical CO2 (scCO2) are atomized via a specially designed coaxial nozzle to
obtain droplets with small size and enhance mixing to increase mass transfer
rates. This process was originally named by Hanna and York [123]. The
schematic illustration of the SEDS technique and coaxial nozzle is shown in
Figure 2.9. In this process, a nozzle with two coaxial passages allows the
introduction of scCO2 and a solution into the high pressure vessel where pressure
and temperature are controlled [124]. When the solution contacts the scCO2, the
high velocity of the scCO2 breaks up the solution into very small droplets and
enhances mass transfer and mutual diffusion between SCFs and the droplets
instantaneously, resulting in phase separation and supersaturation of the polymer
solution, thus leading to nucleation and precipitation of the polymer particle
[125]. In the SEDS process, the supercritical CO2 (scCO2) is acted as anti-solvent.
In addition, scCO2 is used as a ‘dispersing agent’ to improve mass transfer
between SCFs and the droplets. Therefore, very small particles can be produced.
Besides, the particle size distribution and morphology of the polymer can be
controlled by adjusting the parameters of the SEDS process, including the
concentration of solute, flow rate of solution, temperature, and pressure of
supercritical CO2.
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Figure 2.9 Schematic illustration of the SEDS process and co-axial nozzle [114]
In the SEDS process, a SCF such as scCO2 plays the role of an antisolvent.
Besides, it can act as a dispersant via a specially designed coaxial nozzle to
enhance the mass transfter between the scCO2 and solution. Thirdly, the scCO2
can take away the solvent from the organic solution effectively. This method has
also been modified to treat water-soluble active substances through
three-coaxial-passages nozzle exhibited in Figure 2.10 to introduce an organic
antisolvent, scCO2 and aqueous solution of active substance separately into high
pressure vessel. In order to develop a more effective process involving aqueous
solution, the SEDS process is modified through introducing homogeneous liquid
antisolvent/scCO2 mixtures into a two-ﬂuid nozzle together with an aqueous
solution of active substance. The SEDS process can process various kinds of
substances and fabricate particles with very small diameter, controlled particle
size and less or no solvent residue. Therefore the SEDS process has been widely
used for preparing nanoparticle [125,126].
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Figure 2.10 Three coaxial-passages nozzle [127]

2.5 Application of the SEDS process in formation of
polymer nanoparticle drug delivery systems
In recent years, the SEDS process has been exploited to prepare the
polymer nanoparticlels including polymer, drug, drug loaded polymer and
biofunctional composite polymer particles and so on. Table 2.3 shows polymer
nano/microparticles prepared by the SEDS process.
Most studies focus on the formation of polymer particles. Chen et al.
prepared PLLA microparticles using the SEDS process and investigated the
effects of process parameters, including temperature (T), pressure (P),
concentration of the solution (C), and ﬂow rate of the solution (F). The results
suggested that concentration of the solution is the most important process
parameters to affect the particle size of the resulting particles, and the order of
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importance of the parameters on particle size is C > F > T > P.

PLLA

microparticles with different mean size ranges between 0.64 and 6.64 μm was
produced under different experimental conditions for different purposes [129].
Kang et al. manufactured PLLA/PLGA microparticles with mean sizes ranges
between 1.76 and 2.15 µm using the SEDS process that and resulted in a
decrease in the crystalline of PLLA/PLGA polymer. This method can overcome
the shortcoming of low degradation of PLLA polymer caused by high
crystallinity and the disadvantage of the difficulty in preparing PLGA
microparticles due to low crystallinity. Moreover, the degradation of
PLLA/PLGA microparticles can be controlled by adjusting the ratio of PLLA to
PLGA [125].
The SEDS process was also used as a technique for drug micronization to
enhance solubility and bioavailability of the poorly soluble drugs. For example,
Chen et al. prepared puerarin ﬁne particles and 5-Fu microparticle by the SEDS
process [106, 132]. The results indicated that after micronization, the saturated
concentration of 5-Fu in ethanol at 25 ℃ rised to 6.43 mg/mL and the solubility
of puerarin ﬁne particles in water also increased slightly. Also, adding
dichloromethane into the puerarin solution can lead to a higher degree of
saturation in initial solution, thus resulting in puerarin particles with small size
and narrower size distribution. Moreover, the particle became more spherical in
shape. And Kang et al. prepared the paclitaxel microparticles by the SEDS
process

[133].

Besides,

Toropainen
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et

al.

also

prepared

budesonide/gamma-cyclodextrin complexes by the SEDS process. The
complexes improve the solubility of drug effectively [137].
Table 2.3 Polymer nano/microparticles prepared by the SEDS process
Solute

Solvent

Supercritical

Particle size

Reference

fluid
PLLA

DCM

CO2

0.5-5μm

[128,129]

Polystyrene

Toluene

CO2

0.5 μm

[130]

PLLA+PLGA

DCM

CO2

1.76~2.15 µm

[107],[125]

Insulin

DMSO

CO2

1 ~ 5 µm

[131]

5-Fu

Ethanol

CO2

<500 nm

[106]

Puerarin ﬁne particles

Ethanol/

CO2

0.19 μm

[132]

DCM
Paclitaxel microparticle

DCM

CO2

940 nm

[133]

Amoxicillin+PLLA

DCM

CO2

<1 μm

[134]

Indomethacin-loaded

DCM

CO2

2.35 μm

[107]

5-Fu+ PLLA

DCM

CO2

0.5 μm

[106]

Hydrocortisone+DL-PLG

DCM

<10 μm

[135]

PLLA/PLGA microparticles

Supercritical
N2 and CO2

Paclitaxel+ PLLA

DCM

CO2

1.64 μm

[133]

Fe3O4-PLLA

DCM

CO2

~ 803nm

[136]

magnetic microparticles
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Recently, the fabrication of drug loaded polymer composite particles for
controlled drug delivery systems by the SEDS process has become more and
more interesting. Kalogiannis et al. prepared amoxicillin-loaded PLLA
microparticles via the SEDS process by suspending amoxicillin microparticles in
PLLA solution in dichloromethane (DCM). The results indicated that the
potential application of the SEDS process for the encapsulation of active
substances in polymer matrixes and the microencapsulation process has higher
encapsulation efficiency than the co-precipitation process [134]. Chen et al.
encapsulated 5-Fu into PLLA microparticles [106]. Sub-micron particles with a
mean size of 980 nm were fabricated with very low residula content of oarganic
solvent. The drug load (DL) and encapsulation efficiency (EE) is 3.05% and
17.8%, respectively. No burst effect had been found and drug was released in a
controlled way. The accumulative release of drug reached 89.5% in the first 36 h.
Kang et al. fabricated PTX-PLLA microparticles by the SEDS process. The
results suggested that PTX-PLLA microparticles possessed a spherical shape
with small particle sizes and residual organic solvent in the resulting particles is
very few. Moreover, the SEDS process has decreased the crystalline of PTX
significantly. The drug load (DL) and encapsulation efficiency (EE) of
PTX-PLLA microparticles were 14.33% and 62.68%, respectively. And
compared to the free PTX, the PTX-PLLA formulation showed higher anticancer
activity [133]. It indicated that the SEDS process can be untilized to prepare drug
loaded microparticles delivery system for tumor therapy. Whitaker et al.
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fabricated protein-loaded poly(DL-lactic acid) microparticles via the SEDS
process [138]. The results indicated that the mean size of the resulting
microparticles was ranged between 10~300 μm. Ribonuclease A and lysozyme
can be loaded in polymer microparticles with no obvious loss of enzymatic
acitivity. Biological assays of insulin and calcitonin also suggested that
superciritcal process does not damage protein fuction.
Besides, Fe3O4-PLLA microparticles were fabricated successfully by
solution-enhanced dispersion by supercritical CO2 (SEDS) [136]. The in vitro
cytotoxicity assay indicated that they had no obvious cytotoxicity and possessed
excellent

biocompatibility.

The

reslutls

suggested

that

Fe3O4-PLLA

microparticles have potential application in biomedical fields.
As mentioned above, particle formation using solution-enhanced
dispersion by supercritical CO2 (SEDS) technique can be applied in biomedical
fields, especially polymer nanoparticles drug delivery systems. On one hand, the
bioavailability of drugs could be improved due to micronization by the SEDS
process. On the other hand, the SEDS process can be used to fabricate drug
loaded polymer to control drug release rate.
So far, study on generation of silk fibroin nanoparticles by supercrtitical
CO2 technology has not been reported. Moreover, nanoparticle formation
mechanisms by the SEDS process is still not clear because the SEDS process is
influenced by many factors including temperature (T), pressure (P),
concentration of the solution (C), and ﬂow rate of the solution (F). Thirdly,
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studies utilizing the SEDS process to fabricate polymers, especially
natural/synthetic composite polymer nanoparticles drug delivery systems are
insufficient. Therefore, there is a strong need to employ supercritical CO2
technique, especially the SEDS process to fabricate silk fibroin-based
nanoparticles drug delivery system, which would be very promising in
biomedical application, especially tumor therapy.

2.6 Summary of research gaps
Based on the literature review above, the knowledge gaps concering silk
fibroin-based nanoparticles drug delivery system by supercritical CO2 technology
can be identified mainly as follows:
(1) The conventional methods of fabrication for polymer nanoparticles may
result in particles with toxic problem and large particle size. Studies
concerning the fabrication of silk fibroin nanoparticles based on supercritical
CO2 techonology have not been reported. Besides, the nanoparticle formation
mechanism in supercritical CO2 techonology including the SEDS process is
still not clear.
(2) Studies about utilizing silk fibroin nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS
process as drug carrier are lacking. Particularly, there is no related research to
use SEDS process to prepare drug loaded silk fibroin nanoparticles.
(3) Most studies about drug carriers focus on the synthetic biodegradable
polymers, so studies about silk fibroin/ PLLA-PEG-PLLA copolymer as
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SF/PPP nanoparticles drug carriers are still lacking due to limitation of the
technology.
(4) Poor water solubility and adverse effects of many important anticancer agents
including paclitaxel (PTX) has limited its therapeutic efficiency. Clinically
approved nanoparticle drug delivery system such as PTX-SF/PPP for cancer
is very few.
(5) The studies about smart folic acid grafted SF/PPP nanoparticles (FA-SF/PPP)
for tumor targeted drug delivery are insufficient and need to be developed to
reduce side effects of drugs and enhance therapeutic efficiency.
In order to overcome the research gaps above and achieve the goal of
developing effective silk fibroin-based nanoparticle drug release systems for
tumor therapy, five objectives were generated and presented in Section 1.2 of
Chapter 1.
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Chapter 3 Study on formation of silk fibroin
nanoparticles by the SEDS process
3.1 Introduction
Based on the extensive literature review in Chapter 2, it was found that
the major disadvantages of trandtional methods to prepare silk fibroin
nanoparticle include toxicity problem, particle with big size and particle size
distribution, high temperatures condition, etc. Chapter 3 aims to overcome these
problems and achieve the objective 1 described in Section 1.2 of Chapter 1.
In this Chapter, solution-enhanced dispersion by supercritical CO2
(SEDS) was used to prepare the silk fibroin nanoparticles. It is a modiﬁed SAS
process, in which the silk fibroin dissolved in organic solvent and scCO2 are
atomized through a coaxial nozzle into higher pressure vessel. A full factorial
experiment was designed to perform a systematic investigation of the actual
effects of the process parameters, including the flow rate of silk fibroin solution,
precipitation pressure, concentration of silk fibroin solution and precipitation
temperature, on the particle size (PS) and particle size distribution (PSD).
Furthermore, experimental and theoretical investigations of the nanoparticle
formation mechanism were presented.
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3.2 Experimental Section
3.2.1 Materials
Cocoons of Bombyx mori were purchased from the Jiangsu Wujing China
Eastern Silk Market Co. Ltd. CO2 with a purity of 99.9% was purchased from the
Hong

Kong

Specialty

Gases

Co.

Ltd..

The

solvent,

1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP, 99%), was purchased from Dupont.

3.2.2 Preparation of pure silk fibroin (SF) raw material
Cocoons of Bombyx mori were degummed three times to eliminate sericin
on the suface of silk fiber in a water bath at 120 °C for 60 min. Afterwards, the
deionized water was used to wash the fibroin fibers and then dry it at room
temperature.

Degummed

SF

fibers

were

dissolved

in

a

calcium

chloride-ethanol system (molar ratio of CaCl2: water: ethanol=1:8:2) for 6 h at
70 °C to obtain the SF solution. Then the solution was purified by dialyzing
in the deionized water for 72 hours to eliminate the impurities with acellulose
dialysis membrane (MWCO 12,000-14,000) and obtain the pure silk fibroin
solution. Subsequently, dry samples of pure silk fibroin were obtained by
lyophilizing with a freeze dryer.

3.2.3 Preparation of silk fibroin nanoparticles by the
SEDS process
The SEDS apparatus used for the preparation of nanoparticles is made up
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of three major sections: a CO2 supply system, an organic solution delivery
system, and a high pressure vessel [139]. The schematic diagram of the SEDS
process is shown in Figure 3.1. In the SEDS process, the CO2 cylinder vented a
large amount of CO2, which was cooled down to about 0ºC by a cooler to avoid
cavitations and maintain the liquefaction of the gas before it entered the pump.
Then liquefied CO2 was pumped into the high pressure vessel by a high pressure
pump. The precipitation temperature was kept at a constant level by placing the
high pressure vessel in a gas bath. The desired precipitation temperature can be
achieved by heating the liquefied CO2 via a heat exchanger and keeping the gas
bath at desired temperature.

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the apparatus for the SEDS process
When the desired pressure and temperature that kept the CO2 in a
supercritical state were obtained, the flow rate of carbon dioxide was fixed, and
the precipitation pressure could be adjusted by controlling a downstream valve
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and monitored by a pressure gauge to keep the pressure constant. The silk fibroin
solution dissolved in 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) was then injected
into the high-pressure vessel via a specially designed nozzle simultaneously with
the supercritical CO2 using an HPLC pump and precipitation took place. The silk
fibroin solution and supercritical CO2 was delivered via the inner part of and the
external passage of the nozzle, respectively. The mixing between the solution and
supercritical CO2 can be enhanced by specially designed nozzle. After all the
solution was delivered into high pressure vessel, fresh CO2 was pumped to wash
precipitated particles for about 30 min to eliminate the residual organic solvent.
In the washing process, the precipitation temperature and pressure were kept as
described above. After the washing process, the CO2 flow was stopped and the
pressure of CO2 in the high pressure vessel was slowly depressurized to
atmospheric pressure. The silk fibroin nanoparticles were then collected on the
filter at the botton of the high pressure vessel for characterization.

3.2.4 Full factorial designs (FFD)
In this study, the four main process paramters of the SEDS process were
identified as follows: the flow rate of silk fibroin solution, precipitation pressure,
concentration of silk fibroin solution and precipitation temperature. To study the
effect and significance of the four process paramters in SEDS process on the
morphology, particle size and particle size distribution of silk fibroin
nanoparticles respectively, a 24 full factorial experiment was performed.
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Experimental factors and levels are shown in Table 3.1. According to factorial
designs there are 16 experiments (shown in Table 3.2). Analysis of variances was
performed based on the experimental data by statistical/quantitative method.
Table 3.1 Experimental factors and levels
Coded level
Symbols

Factors
-1

+1

A

Flow rate of SF solution (ml·min-1)

0.5

1

B

Precipitation pressure (MPa)

10

20

C

The concentration of SF solution ( mg·ml-1)

0.5

1

D

Precipitation temperature (°C)

35
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3.2.5 Surface morphology and particle size
The surface morphology of silk fibroin nanoparticles was visualized by a
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, JEOL, JSM-6490, Japan).
Before analysis, silk fibroin nanoparticles were attached onto a carbon paint and
then placed on an aluminum sample holder. Silk fibroin nanoparticles were made
conductive by sputtering a thin layer of gold onto their suface. The particle size
(PS) and particle size distribution (PSD) of silk fibroin nanoparticles dispersed in
ethonal by sonication were measured by a laser diffraction particle size analyzer
with a liquid module (LS 13320, Beckman Coulter, USA).
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3.3 Results and discussion
3.4 Surface morphology, particle size and particle size
distribution of silk fibroin nanoparticles
Figure 3.2 shows FE-SEM photos of the silk fibroin nanoparticles fabricated
by the SEDS process in different runs shown in Table 3.2. It can be noted that
some of the silk fibroin nanoparticles had a tendency to aggregate together. This
may be caused by the small particle size and surface activity of the high reunion
[140].
However, these aggregates can be separated when the powder is suspended
in ethanol and dispersed by sonication. Table 3.2 shows the experimental design
and results of 24 full factorial design. Particle size (PS) and particle size
distribution (PSD) defined as (D90-D10)/D50 varied markedly under the
conditions tested. From Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2, it can be seen that the silk
fibroin nanoparticles possess an irregular spherical morphology with a mean
particle size from about 52.5 nm to 102.3 nm and particle size distribution (span)
from 0.32 to 0.66. Various morphologies indicated that the process parameters in
the SEDS process have a significant effect on the surface morphology, PS and
PSD. Furthermore, by adjusting the different process parameters, silk fibroin
nanoparticles with a controlled particle size and size distribution can be obtained.
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Table 3.2 Experimental design and results of full factorial design
Particle size and particle size distribution
Mean size

Run

A

B

C

D

D10

D50

D90

Span

(nm)

(nm)

(nm)

(D90− D10)/D50

SD
(nm)

1

-1

-1

-1

-1

64.9

0.5

55.9

62.4

79.7

0.38

2

1

-1

-1

-1

76.0

1

57.5

74.8

92.7

0.47

3

-1

1

-1

-1

52.5

0.9

52.7

50.6

68.9

0.32

4

1

1

-1

-1

70.2

0.8

64.4

68.5

91.8

0.40

5

-1

-1

1

-1

78.5

2.5

56.9

78.2

98.4

0.53

6

1

-1

1

-1

90.4

1

75.9

88.9

132.8

0.64

7

-1

1

1

-1

76.1

0.9

64.6

74.2

102.5

0.51

8

1

1

1

-1

81.6

0.6

64.8

81.2

108.6

0.54

9

-1

-1

-1

1

66.5

0.5

53.8

65.8

79.5

0.39

10

1

-1

-1

1

80.5

0.5

68.9

80.5

109.2

0.50

11

-1

1

-1

1

54.8

0.4

52.1

54.3

71.6

0.36

12

1

1

-1

1

72.6

1

68.7

72.5

98.4

0.41

13

-1

-1

1

1

81.4

1.5

61.2

80.8

109.7

0.60

14

1

-1

1

1

102.3

2

71.1

100.5

137.4

0.66

15

-1

1

1

1

77.8

0.8

46.5

76.9

94.2

0.62

16

1

1

1

1

87.5

1.4

63.3

86.7

114.5

0.59
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Figure 3.2 FE-SEM photos of silk fibroin nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS
process under different concentration of silk fibroin (a) 45 ℃-0.5% SF-20 MPa-1
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ml·min-1, (b) 45 ℃-0.5% SF-20 MPa-0.5 ml·min-1, (c) 35 ℃-0.5% SF-20
MPa-0.5 ml·min-1, (d) 35℃-1% SF-20 MPa-0.5 ml·min-1, (e) 45 ℃-1% SF-10
MPa-1 ml·min-1, (f) 45 ℃-1% SF-20 MPa-1 ml·min-1, (g) 45 ℃-0.5%SF-10
MPa-1 ml·min-1 and (d) 35 ℃-0.5% SF-10 MPa-1 ml·min-1

3.5 Influence of the process process parameters on
particle size and particle size distribution
The full factorial design can cover the main effects of the parameters including
flow rate of SF solution (A), precipitation pressure (B), The concentration of SF
solution (C) and precipitation temperature (D) on PS and PSD of SF nanoparticles
within the whole range of those selected. The results of quantitative analysis about
the results of full factorial design has been shown in Table 3.3. Figure 3.3 shows
the standardized effect of the factors on particle size (a) and main effects plot for
particle size (b).
Table 3.3 Estimated Effects and Coefficients for Particle size (nm) (coded units)
Term

Effect

Constant

Coef

SE Coef

T

P

75.884

0.2824

268.74

0.000

A

13.556

6.778

0.2824

24

0.000

B

-8.481

-4.241

0.2824

-15.02

0.000

C

17.306

8.653

0.2824

30.64

0.000

D

4.206

2.103

0.2824

7.45

0.000
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Table 3.4 Estimated Effects and Coefficients for Span (coded units)
Term

Effect

Constant

Coef

SE Coef

T

P

0.49250

0.001976

249.19

0.000

A

0.06375

0.03188

0.001976

16.13

0.000

B

-0.05125

-0.02562

0.001976

-12.97

0.000

C

0.18375

0.09188

0.001976

46.49

0.000

D

0.03000

0.01500

0.001976

11.07

0.000

Figure 3.3 Standardized effect of the factors on (a) particle size and (b) main
effects plot for particle size
As shown in Figure 3.3 (a) and Table 3.3, A B, C, and D (P<0.001)
significantly affect the particle size (PS) and the importance of the parameters for
PS could be arranged in the following order: C>A>B>D. This result was also
demonstrated by the slopes of the lines shown in Figure 3.3 (b). Within the range
of parameters selected, the PS increased with increasing concentration or flow
rate of the solution, and decreasing precipitation pressure. The effect of
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precipitation temperature alone on the particle size was not obvious, and
decreasing the temperature reduced the particle size of silk fibrion nanoparticles
slightly.
Similar analysis using a full factorial design was performed for the
particle size distribution (PSD). A smaller span indicated a narrower PSD. Figure
3.4 indicates the standardized effect of the factors on particle size distribution (a)
and main effects plot for particle size distribution (b). As shown in Figure 3.4 (a)
and Table 3.4, A, B, C, and D (P<0.001) significantly affect PSD. From the
relative slope shown in Figure 3.4 (b) and Table 3.4, it has been shown that the
concentration of the solution has the the most significant effect. The flow rate of
the solution and precipitation pressure exhibit comparatively negligible effect. In
addition, the precipation temperature had a slight effect. Furthermore, the
concentration, flow rate of solution and the precipitation temperature had
positive effect on PSD. In contrast, the precipitation pressure had a negative
effect.

Figure 3.4 Standardized effect of the factors on (a) particle size distribution and (b)
main effects plot for particle size distribution
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3.6 Silk fibroin nanoparticle formation mechanism
The SAS process involves ﬂuid dynamics, surface tension variations, mass
transfer, vapor liquid equilibria (VLEs), nucleation and growth mechanisms,
which are complementary and when taken together, can give a comprehensive
description of the SAS process. However, the nanoparticle formation mechanism
is still not readily understood. 24 full factorial design experiments can investigate
the effect of key process parameters systematically, including concentration, flow
rate of solution, precipitation temperature and precipitation pressure on PS and
PSD. Thus, 24 full factorial design will be very useful to study the nanoparticle
formation mechanism.
Figure 3.2 shows the FE-SEM photos of silk fibroin nanoparticles
fabricated using the SEDS process. As shown in these images, all silk fibroin
nanoparticles possessed irregular spherical shape. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the resulting nanoparticles were generated from a gaseous miscible phase,
not by droplet drying directly. Otherwise, the surface tension of the droplets will
confer them a perfectly spherical shape [141]. Therefore, the nucleation and
growth mechanism can be used to explain the generation of silk fibroin
nanoparticles.

However, when the solution was pumped into the higher

pressure vessel, the solution and the scCO2 in the vessel were not in equilibrium
in a very short period of time. The initial droplets will be induced by a
liquid-liquid phase split. Therefore, the mutual mass transfer between scCO2 and
the solution will occur until the completely miscible mixture of scCO2 and the
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solution was obtained [142].

3.6.1 Effect of flow rate of solution
In the SAS process, an increase in solution flow rate may cause competing
effects [143]. On one hand, mixing energy between solution and scCO2 can be
improved. Obviously, supersaturation can be increased. Thus, particle size of the
products will be decreased. On the other hand, it also could reduce the CO2 mole
fraction in the precipitator and decrease the mass transfer rate of solution out of
the droplets, consequently inhibiting the particle formation.
In this study, an increase in the flow rate of silk fibroin solution resulted in
larger PS and PSD, supported by the surface morphologies of silk fibroin
nanoparticles shown in Figure 3.2 (a) and (b). The lower flow rate of the solution
(0.5 ml/min of Run 11 in Table 3.2) yielded smaller particles of 54.8 nm with a
PSD of 0.36, and the higher flow rate (1 ml/min of Run 12 in Table 3.3)
generated larger particles of 72.6 nm with a PSD of 0.41. Therefore, in the
experimental system, enhancement of mass transfer between scCO2 and the
solution with a decreasing flow rate was observed as a dominant factor in
relation to the flow rate effect.
This result can be explained by the nucleation and growth mechanism
induced by supersaturation, which is determined by the mass transfer between
scCO2 and the solution. As shown in
Figure 3.5 (a), a higher ﬂow rate of the solution could generate much
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solution in the precipitator within the same time, which led to the increase of the
liquid film thickness [144], and reduced the anti-solvent effect of scCO2 and the
mass transfer rates between scCO2 and the droplets, therefore decreasing the
achievable supersaturation ratio. Lower super-saturation ratios resulted in fewer
nuclei, which in turn yielded larger particles. And the micronization process will
shift towards the growth process and larger particle with a broad particle size
distribution are formed [144]. Therefore, in the condition of higher flow rate of
the solution, lower mass transfer between scCO2 and solution induced abatement
of supersaturation and cause the final particles to become larger and non-uniform.
Similar experimental results have been observed by other authors [145, 146].
Obviously, it can demonstrate that the mass transfer between scCO2 and solution
play a crucial role in silk fibroin nanoparticle formation.

Figure 3.5 Mechanism for (a) main effects of the flow rate and (b)
concentration of solution on the particle size of silk fibroin nanoparticles in the
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SEDS process

3.6.2 Effect of the concentration of solution
The concentration of solution could possess two opposite effects on the
PS and PSD [160]. According to the classical nucleation and growth theory,
bigger concentration can induce higher supersaturation, which will incline to
decrease the PS and PSD. However, as shown in
Figure 3.5 (b), a lower concentration with less molecular number of silk
fibroin would reduce the viscosity and surface tension of the liquid solution at
the moment the solution was delivered via the nozzle into the high pressure
vessel [147], and therefore, produce smaller initial droplet, which could enhance
mass transfer between scCO2 and solution. Thus the supersaturation would occur
more rapidly. It obviously favored the formation of smaller homogeneous nuclei
and size distribution. Therefore, nucleation was the prevailing mechanism,
resulting in smaller particles.
In the present study, Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show that the
concentration of solution has the greatest significant effect on PS and PSD. The
higher the concentration of the solution, the large the particles and wider the
particle size distribution. When concentration was raised from 0.5% to 1% as
indicated in Figure 3.2 (c) and (d), the PS and PSD of silk fibroin nanoparticles
increased from 52.5 nm and 0.32 of Run 3 to 76.1 nm and 0.51 of Run 7 shown
in Table 3.2 respectively. The similar positive effect of the concentration on PS
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and PSD has been reported by many researchers [148,149]. Therefore, this result
indicated mechanism shown in
Figure 3.5 (b) is a main mechanism to form the silk fiborin nanoparticles.
Therefore, mass transfer between scCO2 and solution superimposed on the
supersaturation and that it was also the single most important process parameter
affecting the nanoparticle formation. Otherwise, the higher supersaturation
induced by higher concentration will result in smaller PS and PSD. The analysis
thus demonstrated the effect of the flow rate of solution.

3.6.3 Effect of precipitation pressure
The precipitation pressure also influences the formation of silk fibroin
nanoparticles in the SEDS process. The results shown in Fig. 3b and 4b indicate
that the PS and PSD was reduced by increasing the precipitation pressure. Runs
14 and 16 in Table 3.2 show that increasing the pressure from 10 MPa to 20 MPa
can lead to a decrease in the PS and PSD of silk fibroin nanoparticles from 102.3
nm and 0.66 to 87.5 nm and 0.59, respectively. This trend was also observed in
surface morphology of silk fibroin nanoparticles as shown in Figure 3.2 (e) and
(f). Jin et al. [150] also reported similar results.
An increase in pressure led to an increase in the CO2 density and mole
fraction, thus enhancing the anti-solvent effect of the CO2 and mass transfer rate
between scCO2 and solution. Therefore, supersaturation within the liquid phase
was reached more quickly and it prevented the crystals from growing and
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induced particle formation with smaller size and narrower size distribution [150].
However, reducing precipitation pressure also could decrease the solubility,
which is inclined to generate higher maximum supersaturation, and resulting in
smaller particles with a narrow PSD [151]. Within the processing conditions used
in the present study, the first effect proved to be predominant owing to postive
effect of precipitation pressure on PS and PSD. Therefore, the mechanism shown
in Figure 3.6 (a) is a possible mechanism to effect the formation of silk fiborin
nanoparticles. Furthermore, mass transfer between scCO2 and solution possessed
more significant effect on the PS and PSD of silk fibroin nanoparticles in the
SEDS process. Theses results are consistent with that of analysis about the
effects of the flow rate of the solution and the concentration of the solution on the
PS.

Figure 3.6 Mechanism for (a) main effects of precipitation pressure and (b)
temperature on the partice size of silk fibroin nanoparticles in the SEDS process
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3.6.4 Effect of precipitation temperature
The precipitation temperature, like the precipitation pressure, can affect the
density of scCO2 and thus mass transfer between scCO2 and solution in the
SEDS process. Especially near the critical point, a minor change in temperature
of fluid will result in a significant change in the density of fluid [151]. Figure
3.3 and Figure 3.4 suggest that temperature exerts a comparatively negligible
influence on the PS and PSD, and decreasing the temperature can reduce the PS
and PSD of silk fibroin nanoparticles. Run 2 and Run 10 in Table 3.2 show that
increasing the temperature from 35 ℃ to 45 ℃ can result in a slight increase in
PS and PSD of silk fibroin nanoparticles from 76 nm and 0.47 to 80.5 nm and
0.50 respectively. The morphologies shown in Figure 3.2 (g) and (h) demonstrate
this trend.
As shown in Figure 3.6 (b), the density of scCO2 depended on temperature
and pressure of scCO2, an increase in temperature caused a decrease in density of
CO2, resulting in reducing mass transfer rate between scCO2 and solution and
thus slowing achievement of supersaturation. Therefore, a larger particle with
wider particle size distribution will form. Lee et al. [152] also indicated a similar
phenomenon. However, increasing the temperature could reduce the solubility
and thus enhance the maximum supersaturation, so that particle size of the
product will be decreased. In the present study, the slight increase in PS and PSD
with increasing temperature indicated that effect of mass transfer between CO2
and solvent superimposed on that of solubility, which also is driven by the former.
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Therefore, the nanoparticle formation mechanism shown in Figure 3.6 (b) can
explain the effect of pressure on the PS and PSD.

3.6.5 Silk fibroin nanoparticle formation mechanism
In summary, the non-perfect sperical morphology of silk fibroin
nanopaticles prepared under the operating conditions by the SEDS process
indicate that nanoparticles formed due to nucleation and growth in the gaseous
miscible phase evolved from initial droplets. The analysis of the main influences
of the operating factors on PS and PSD suggested that mutual mass transfer
between scCO2 and the solution was superimposed on the supersaturation and is
the most important process parameter affecting nanoparticle formation. Lower
concentration and flow rate of the solution, lower temperature and higher
pressure enhance the mass transfer rate between scCO2 and the solution and
generate a higher degree of supersaturation. Therefore, a large number of smaller
nuclei form. Meanwhile the ratio of nucleation to growth process will become
higher, which will result in a lower degree of growth process and thus a smaller
particle size distribution.
Based on the analysis above, a possible silk fibroin nanoparticle formation
mechanism for the SEDS process can be proposed. Figure 3.7 shows a schematic
diagram of this possible mechanism. In the SEDS process, at the moment that the
solution is atomized into the high pressure vessel, the solution and scCO2 in the
vessel are not in equilibrium. So within a very short period of time, initial
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droplets will be induced by a liquid-liquid phase split. Then the droplets will
expanded rapidly due to the mutual mass transfer between the solution and
scCO2, leading to a significant decrease in the strength of the solvent. Thus, the
solvent-rich phase and CO2-rich phase is formed. In the process of adding the
solution into scCO2, a little amount of silk fibroin will be dissolved in the
mixture of scCO2 and the solvent until the mixture containing silk fibroin reached
saturation point. Then the completely misicable mixture of silk fibroin, organic
solvent and scCO2 forms. Continued feeding of the solution into scCO2 will
cause crossing over the equilibrium boundary and supersaturation of silk fibroin
in the mixture of scCO2 and the solvent. Subsequently, a phase transition takes
place in the solvent-rich phase, resulting in the formation of polymer nuclei and a
polymer-rich phase. Because of the continued mass transfer between the solvent
and scCO2, the nuclei formed in the supersaturated polymer solution quickly
grow to larger polymer nanoparticles. Finally, the residuel organic solvent can be
eliminated from the resulting nanoparticles by fresh scCO2 to obtain pure
polymer nanoparticles.
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Figure 3.7 Mechanism diagram for silk fibroin particle formation by the SEDS
process

3.7 Summary
In this Chapter, silk fibroin (SF) nanoparticles with particle size from 52.5
nm to 102.3 nm and particle size distribution (span) from 0.32 to 0.66 were
fabricated using solution-enhanced dispersion by supercritical CO2 (SEDS)
successfully. The investigation using 24 full factorial design indicated that
increasing the concentration and the flow rate of silk fibroin solution and
precipitation temperature raised the PS and PSD of silk fibroin nanoparticles,
while reducing the precipitation pressure decreased the PS and PSD. The
nanoparticle formation mechanism could be elucidated with formation and
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growth of silk fibroin nuclei in gaseous miscible phase evolved from initial
droplet generated by liquid-liquid phase split. The mutual mass transfer between
supercritical CO2 (scCO2) and solution superimposed on the supersaturation and
was the most important process parameter to affect nanoparticle formation.
Considering the representative characteristic of silk fibroin, the SEDS process
could be a promising technique to prepare silk fibroin nanparticles applied in
textiles, cosmetic and biomedical fields.
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Chapter 4 Characterization of silk fibroin
nanoparticles and their potential application as drug
carrier
4.1 Introduction
Silk fibroin nanoparticles were fabricated by the SEDS process
successfully in Chapter 3. Moreover, the SEDS process has been optimized by
investigating the effect of parameters process on particles size and particle size
distribution of silk fibroin nanoparticles. In particular, a possible mechanism has
been proposed to explain the formation of silk fibroin nanoparticles by the SEDS
process. In the Chapter 4, study will focus on exploring the application of silk
fibroin nanoparticles in order to achieve objective 2 of this project described in
Section 1.2 of Chapter 1.
In this Chapter, in order to utilize the silk fibroin nanoparticles prepared by
the SEDS process as drug carrier, silk fibroin nanoparticles were treated with
ethanol to induce β-sheet formation and thus water insolubility firstly. Then the
morphology and physicochemical properties of silk fibroin nanoparticles before
and after ethanol treatment were investigated. Furthermore, biological evaluation
about the biocompatibility and cellular uptake behavior of SF nanoparticles were
conducted. Finally, paclitaxel (PTX) and indomethacin (IDMC) were chosen as
model drug to be loaded into the SF nanoparticles to study drug loading and
release properties of the SF nanoparticles.
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4.2 Preparation of SF nanoparticles and drug loaded
SF nanoparticles by the SEDS process
Silk fibroin (SF) nanoparticles can be prepared by using the method
described in Section 3.2.2 of Chapter 3. The operating conditions were described
as follows (P: 20MPa, T: 35°C; concentration of solution: 0.5%; flow rates of
scCO2: 0.5 ml·min-1, respectively). For the preparation of Indomethacin loaded
silk fibroin (IDMC-SF) or paclitaxel loaded silk fibroin (PTX-SF) nanoparticles,
Indomethacin (99% EP/USP/BP, Advanced Technology & Industrial Co. Ltd.
Hong Kong) or paclitaxel (Meilian Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. Chongqing, China)
with four times the weight of the SF was completely dissolved with the SF in
HFIP solvent. The concentration of IDMC-SF or PTX-SF in solvent was 0.5%
(w/v). The experiments were conducted under the conditions described as above
(P: 20 MPa, T: 35°C, concentration of solution: 0.5%, flow rates of scCO2: 0.5
ml·min-1, respectively)

4.3 Surface morphology and particle size distribution
Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) described in
Section 3.2.5 of Chapter 3 was used to identify the surface morphology of the
samples. By combining the FE-SEM images and the findings on the size of silk
SF nanoparticles, measured by a light scattering particle analyzer, the PS and
PSD of the SF nanoparticles can be determined [12]. Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) show
the FE-SEM photos of SF nanoparticles fabricated by the SEDS process before
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and after ethanol treatment, respectively. Figure 4.2 shows the PSD of the SF
nanoparticles dispersed in ethanol. The SF nanoparticles showed a spherical
shape, a narrow PSD, and a mean PS of about 50 nm. After ethanol treatment, the
surface morphology of the SF nanoparticles had no obvious change. However,
the SF nanoparticles were inclined to aggregate partially and some agglomeration
took place.

Figure 4.1 FE-SEM images of SF nanoparticles (a) before ethanol treatment and
(b) after ethanol treatment

Figure 4.2 Particle size distribution of SF nanoparticles dispersed in ethanol
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4.4 Chemical and physical properties
4.4.1 FTIR analysis
Method
The samples were combination with potassium bromide. Then the
mixtures of the samples and potassium bromide were pressed into a transparent
tablet. The FTIR spectras for the samples were recorded on an FTIR Perkin
Elmer 1720 (Perkin Elmer, USA) in the transmission mode with the wave
number ranging from 4,000 to 400 cm-1.

Results and discussion
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is an effective technique
to analyze the chemical structure of a molecule by producing an infrared
absorption spectrum [11]. Figure 4.3 shows the FTIR spectras of SF
nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS process and WISF (SF nanoparticles after
ethanol treatment); their corresponding characteristic peaks are marked on the
Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the main characteristic peaks of amide I at 1658
cm-1 and amide II at 1541 cm-1 indicate that the silk fibroin nanoparticles
obtained by the SEDS process is in mainly an amorphous form (random coil).
After ethanol treatment, the main peaks at 1658 cm-1

and 1541 cm -1 shift to

1627 cm-1 and 1521 cm-1, respectively. Therefore, the WISF nanoparticles
possessed β-sheet structure predominantly and is water-insoluble. This result
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indicates that the secondary structure of silk fibroin nanoparticles changed from
random coil to β-sheet after exposure to ethanol [90]. The chemical shifts were
similar to those of SF after methanol treatment [11].

Figure 4.3 FTIR spectras of SF nanoparticles before and after ethanol treatment

4.4.2 XRPD analysis
Method
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRPD) was performed by an X-ray
diffractometer with a Cu Kα (λ=1.5405 Å) radiation (D8 Advance, Bruker AXS,
Germany). The measurement was carried out in a 2θ range of 5~45° with a 0.02°
step size and 10°min-1 scan speed with a 2D detector at 40 kV and 40 mA.
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Results and discussion
To study the crystalline changes of nanoparticles after the SEDS process,
XRPD analysis was carried out. Bombyx mori silk fibroin has a crystalline state
(includes silk I, silk II, and silk III) and an amorphous state (random coil) in
different conditions [58, 154]. Silk I is the glandular state prior to crystallization.
Silk II and silk III are in β-sheet and a-helical conformation, respectively. Figure
4.4 shows the XRPD curves of SF nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS process
and WISF (SF nanoparticles after ethanol treatment). On the XRPD curves, the
characteristic peaks of silk I are found at 2θ = 12.2°, while those of silk II are
found at 2θ = 9.6° and 20.4°. A broad peak at 20.4° (random coil) and minor
peaks at 9.6°and 12.2°suggest that SF before ethanol treatment is composed of
both the random coil and the β-sheet forms with predominantly random coil
conformation and the amorphous state. However, after ethanol treatment, the
broad peak at 20.4°became sharp and the peaks at 12.2°also decreased. This
result shows that a molecular rearrangement from random coil to β-sheet
happened and SF nanoparticles became water-insoluble when they were treated
with ethanol [89, 153].
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Figure 4.4 XRPD patterns of silk fibroin nanoparticles before and after ethanol
treatment

4.4.3 Thermal properties
Method
The thermal properties of samples were analyzed by TG-DSC (Netzsch
STA 449C, Burlington, Germany) at a heating rate of 10°C min-1 over a
temperature range of 30 to 400°C in an N2 atmosphere.

Results and discussion:
The Thermo Gravimetry-Differential Scanning Calorimeter (TG-DSC) is
an effective tool to study the thermal behavior of particles under the influence of
different atmospheres. Figure 4.5 reveals the TG-DSC curves of SF nanoparticles
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prepared by the SEDS process and WISF (SF nanoparticles after ethanol
treatment). Obviously, there is no significant difference about mass change
between the SF nanoparticles and WISF. An endothermic peak at low
temperatures below 100℃ was contributed to the evaporation of water. With the
increase of temperature, SF nanoparticles exhibited a broad endothermic peak at
191.6°C, which was due to the glass transition. A subsequent obvious exothermic
peak at 220.4°C was resulted from crystallization into a β-sheet structure from a
random coil conformation. The narrow endothermic peak at 290.1°C was
assigned to thermal melting/decomposition of β-sheet of silk fibroin. After
ethanol treatment, the endothermic peak at 191.6°C disappears owing to β-sheet
structure of WISF induced by ethanol. Furthermore, a higher narrow endothermic
peak at about 298.2°C suggestes that the increase of the thermal stability of silk
fibroin is caused by the β-sheet arrangement of the silk fibroin molecules after
ethanol treatment [89]. This result is consistent with the FTIR and XRPD results.

Figure 4.5 TG-DSC curves of silk fibroin nanoparticles before and after ethanol
treatment
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4.5 Biological evaluation of SF nanoparticles
The most important requirement for biomaterial to be applied in medical
field such as drug delivery system is its compatibility not only in terms of
physical and chemical properties, but also in terms of their biological response to
body. Therefore, it is necessary to study biological evaluation of SF nanoparticles,
including the biocompatility and cellular uptake behaviors, etc. Here, MTS assay
and LDH assay were used to evaluate the biocompatibility. And cellular uptake
behavior was measured by fluorescence microscopy.

4.5.1 Cell culture
Human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF-1) were obtained from American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC). Fibroblasts were grown in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Invitrogen), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (Invitrogen), 1% penicillin (Invitrogen) and 1% streptomycin (Invitrogen).
Cells were cultured in a humidified cell incubator at 37oC and 5% CO2
atmosphere for confluence before experiments.

4.5.2 MTS assay
Method
The cytotoxicity of the silk fibroin (SF) nanoparticles was measured by
MTS assay using the CellTiter 96® AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation
Assay kit (Promega). MTS assay uses cell metabolic activity to reduce the MTS
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tetrazolium compound to a colored water soluble formazan product. Briefly,
water insoluble silk fibroin nanoparticles (WISF) obtained by 100% ethanol
treatment were suspended in 70% ethanol for the sterilization process. After 24 h,
the sample was centrifuged and the solvent was changed to 1×PBS (Sigma) as
the stock solution. HFF-1 fibroblasts were pre-cultivated in the 24-well plates
(NUNC) (2×104 cells /well) and allowed to adhere to the plate overnight. The
next day the cell culture medium was replaced by the suspensions of WISF
nanoparticles in completed DMEM (Dulbecco's modified Eagle’s medium) at
different concentration (10 µg/ml, 100 µg/ml, 1000 µg/ml). After 1 day, 3 days
and 7 days of incubation in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2 and at 37°C, the
culture medium was aspirated and cells were washed with 1× PBS for three times;
200 μl of the MTS solution mixed with 1ml fresh serum free medium was then
added to each well and incubated with cells for another 4h. The reagents after
cell incubation were then transferred to transparent 96-well plate (200 μl/well)
for measurement. The absorbance values were measured using a Microplate
Reader (infinite F200, TECAN) at 490 nm. The normalized cell metabolity
activity of the fibroblasts exposed to WISF nanoparticles was expressed as the
percentage of the untreated cells. All the experiments were performed in
triplicate.

Results and discussion
One

convenient

method

for
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assessing

cell

cytotoxicity

is

3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H
-tetrazolium(MTS) assay that measures mitochondrial enzymatic activity using a
colorimetric reaction that occurs only in viable, proliferating cells. MTS assay
measures the ability of viable cells to convert a soluble tetrazolium salt to a
formazan product. The cell metabolic activity is directly related with cell
viability and the number of live cells in the culture [156, 157]. Figure 4.6 shows
the cell proliferation of fibroblasts after incubated with water-insoluble silk
fibroin (WISF) nanoparticles after 1 day, 3 days and 7 days.
After 1 day of incubation, fibrolasts exposed to silk fibroin nanoparticles
showd better cell viability compared to the untreated cells. And the
corresponding cell viability of fibroblast is 100±1.5%, 102.3±4.9%, 108.3±4.2%
and 114±2.1% when the concentration is 0, 10, 100 and 1000 µg/ml, respectively.
Therefore, the SF nanoparticles at 100 and 1000 µg/ml improved cell viability
significantly.
When the incubation time was increased to three days, the cell viability
slightly increased for fibrolasts incubated with the SF nanoparticles. However, no
significant difference was found. After one week of incubation, the cell viability
of fibroblasts incubated with the SF nanoparticles at a concentration of 10 µg/ml
is comparable to the control and increase significantly at concentration of 100
µg/ml. However, when the concentration was increased to 1000 µg/ml, the cell
viability of fibrolasts decreased by about 20%. The present study showed that the
SF nanoparticles only showed toxicity after long time incubation (7 days) and at
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very high concentration (1000 µg/ml). Normally, nearly anything can be toxic at
a high enough concentration [158]. Kundu et al reported that fibroblast cells
incubated with silk fibroin nanoparticles prepared by a desolvation method at a
concentration of 100 µg/ml remained almost 100% viable relative to the control
and the cell viability began to decrease at a concentration of 200 µg/ml [58].
Compared with Kundu’s work, the SF nanoparticles in the present study showed
better biocompatibility.
Based on the cytotoxicity data obtained, it can be concluded that silk fibroin
nanoparticles in the present study appear to be biocompatible and suitable for
future studies in vivo.

Figure 4.6 Cell proliferation of fibroblasts incubated with SF nanoparticles for 1
day, 3 days and 7 days measured with a MTS cell proliferation assay. The data are
expressed as mean ±standard deviation (SD) of three independent experiments.
An OD value of control cells (untreated cells) was taken as 100% viability (0%
cytotoxicity). p-values: # < 0.01; * < 0.05.
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4.5.3 LDH assay
Method
Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity assay is a colorimetric assay
allows quantitatively measurement of LDH, a stable cytosolic enzyme released
from damaged cells. The amount of released LDH can be determined by
converting a tetrazolium salt (INT) into a red formazan product. The fibroblasts
were seeded into 24 well plates at a density of 2×104 cells/well and incubated for
24 hours to allow cell attachment. SF nanoparticles at different concentration (10
µg/ml, 100 µg/ml, 1000 µg/ml) were added to each well and incubated for 1 day,
3 days and 7 days respectively. LDH assay was performed with Cytotoxicity
Detection Kit (LDH) from Roche Diagnostic, Switzerland according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 25 µL cell free culture supernatant and 25µL
reaction mixture were added to each well of a 96 well plate. The reaction was
incubated for 30 minutes in dark at room temperature. 25 µL stop solution per
well was used to terminate the reaction. The OD values were subsequently read
via the microplate reader (infinite F200, TECAN) at the wavelength of 490 nm
using 750 nm as the reference. The relative cell cytotoxicity was determined by
plotting the absorbance values normalized by the untreated cells. All the
experiments were conducted in triplicate.
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Results and discussion
Cytotoxicity can also be monitored by assessing cell membrane integrity
based on lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay. LDH is one kinds of soluble
cytosolic enzyme present in most eukaryotic cells stably and can be released into
the surrounding medium only after membrane damage. So, LDH activity is an
effective indicator of cell membrane integrity and can be used to evaluate
cytotoxicity [159, 160]. Absorbance at 490 nm is proportional to LDH release.
As shown in Figure 4.7, compared with fibroblasts without silk fibroin
nanoparticle incubation, the viability of fibroblasts is almost 100 % and has no
significant change after one day of incubation with 10, 100 and 1000 µg/ml silk
fibroin nanoparticles. With the increase of incubation time, a significant
inecrease of LDH release was observed for fibroblasts incubated with 1000
µg/ml PPP nanoparticles after 3 days, but there are no significant change for
fibroblasts incubated with 10 µg/ml and 100 µg/ml SF nanopartilces. After 7
days of incubation, the LDH release of fibroblasts was significantly decreased for
fibroblasts incubated with 10 µg/ml and 100 µg/ml SF nanoparticles by 15.6%
and 13.1%, and the LDH release only increased for fibroblasts incubated with
1000 µg/ml SF nanopartilces Overall, SF nanoparticles at concentration (10
µg/ml and 100 µg/ml) exhibited excellent biocompatibility. Even for long term
cell incubation (7 days), SF nanoparticles at 10 and 100 µg/ml can improve
significantly cell viability. However, when exposing the fibroblasts to a high
concentration of SF nanoparticles (1000 µg/ml) for 3 days and 7 days, cell
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viability decreased obviously. In a word, the results of LDH assay supported that
of MTS assay. Silk fibroin nanoparticles at a concentration of 10 and 100 µg/ml
can improve cell viability obviously and only show toxicity at a very high
concentration after at least 3 days of incubation.

Figure 4.7 Cell proliferation of fibroblasts incubated with SF nanoparticles for 1
day, 3 days and 7 days measured with LDH assay. p-values: # < 0.01; * < 0.05.

It should be noted that silk fibroin nanoparticles at a high concentration
(1000 µg/ml) reduced cell viability obviously when incubating with fibroblasts
over 3 days. This phenomenon indicated that biological cells have an intrinsic
limit in relation to the amount of degradable polymer nanoparticles they can
incorporate without any alterations occurring. In the case of the systemic
administration, nanoparticles could be endocytosed by the reticuloendothelial
system (RES). Even though the mechanism concerning toxicity induced by
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nanoparticles is still not completely clear, many studies showed that a
nanoparticle-induced reactive oxygen species (ROS) and oxidant stress response
may be the main mechanism that induces various biological effects. Low ROS
level play a critical roles in maintaing normal physiological functions.
However, high levels of.ROS might cause cell injury.[161-164].

4.5.4 Cellular uptake study
Fluorescence attachment
Amine-reactive derivatives of fluorescein dye, Fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC), was used to attach a fluorescent label to nanoparticles via amine group of
silk fibroin. FITC was dissolved in absolute ethanol at 1 mg/ml, added dropwise
into nanoparticles solution and incubated overnight in dark. The unbound FITC
was separated using centrifugation for three times (12000 rpm for 10 minutes).
Nanoparticles were redispersed in 70% ethanol for sterilization overnight, then
washed with 1×PBS using centrifugation for three times and finally dispersed in
1×PBS at stock concentration.

Fluorescence imaging
Method: Fibroblasts were cultured into 4-well chamber slides (IWAKI,
Japan). After incubated with 100µg/ml FTIC attached SF nanoparticles for 30
minutes and 24 hours, cells were washed three times with 1× PBS and fixed with
1% formaldehyde for 0.5 hour. For filamentous actin and nucleus staining,
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fibroblasts were rinsed with 1×PBS buffer, permeablized with 0.1% TritionX-100
for 15 minutes, stained with Phallodin-TRITC (Sigma Aldrich P1951, red) and
DAPI (Invitrogen D1306, blue) respectively. Fibroblasts were finally mounted
onto glass slides (Shur/Mount™ - Water Based mounting media, Electron
Microscopy Sciences) after the media chamber and gasket were removed.
Stained fibroblasts were then observed using Fluorescent Microscope (Nikon,
Eclipse 80i) with a Nikon 20× 0.5 NA Plan Fluor objective.

Results and discussion: In general, the cellular uptake property of
nanoparticles as a drug carrier influences its therapeutic efficiency. To
inverstigate the cellular uptake property, SF nanoparticles, were labeled by green
fluorescent fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC). The cellular uptake of SF
nanoparticles after incubated with HFF-1 fibroblasts was examined by
fluorescence microscopy. The results showed that large amounts of nanoparticles
attached onto the cell membranes and were internalized into the HFF-1
fibroblasts.
The incubation time is one of the factors that affect the accumulation of
nanoparticles into a cell. Figure 4.8 shows the fluorescent images of HFF-1
fibroblasts incubated with 100 µg/ml FITC attached SF nanoparticles for 30
minutes. As shown in Figure 4.8, many SF nanoparticels were observed to adhere
to the fibroblasts in a very short time. When incubation time increased to 24
hours, the fluorescent intensity shown in Figure 4.10 was enhanced. Therefore,
the cellular uptake of silk fibrin nanoparticles by fibroblasts can be improved
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with increase of incubation time from 30 minutes to 24 hours.

Figure 4.8 Fluorescence microscopy images of filamentous actin (red) and
nucleus (blue) stained fibroblasts incubated with 100 µg/ml SF nanoparticles
(green) for 0.5 hours (a) DAPI Channel, (b) FITC Channel, (c) TRITC Channel,
(d) Merged Image
Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 shows the fluorescence images of
cell endocytosis for silk fibroin nanoparticles at 10, 100 and 1000 µg/ml after 24
hours of incubation, respectively. Obviously, the cellular uptake of silk fibroin
nanoparticles increased significantly with increase in concentration. Many SF
nanoparticle clusters were observed for fibroblasts after incubation with 100 and
1000 µg/ml SF nanoparticles, especially for fibroblasts incubated with 1000
µg/ml SF nanoparticles, almost all the fibroblasts were fully covered by SF
nanoparticles, this might result in inhibition of cell viability of fibroblasts.
In conclusion, the silk fibroin nanoparticles exhibited time-dependent and
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concentration-dependent cellular uptake behaviors. With increase of incubation
time and concentration, the cellular uptake of silk fibrin nanoparticles could be
enhanced obviously. The efficient cellular uptake of silk fibroin nanoparticles
indicated that it can be used as a potential drug carrier to deliver drugs to cells by
cellular internalization.

Figure 4.9 Fluorescence microscopy images of filamentous actin (red) and
nucleus (blue) stained fibroblasts incubated with 10 µg/ml SF nanoparticles
(green) for 24 hours (a) DAPI Channel, (b) FITC Channel, (c) TRITC Channel,
(d) Merged Image
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Figure 4.10Fluorescence microscopy images of filamentous actin (red) and
nucleus (blue) stained fibroblasts incubated with 100 µg/ml SF nanoparticles
(green) for 24 hours (a) DAPI Channel, (b) FITC Channel, (c) TRITC Channel,
(d) Merged Image

Figure 4.11 Fluorescence microscopy images of filamentous actin (red) and
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nucleus (blue) stained fibroblasts incubated with 1000 µg/ml SF nanoparticles
(green) for 24 hours (a) DAPI Channel, (b) FITC Channel, (c) TRITC Channel,
(d) Merged Image

4.6 Drug loading and in vitro release properties
4.6.1 UV-Vis/HPLC assay for PTX
Method
The DL and EE of PTX-SF nanoparticles were analyzed by
UV-Vis/HPLC (Waters 1100) system with the following conditions: stationary
phase: reverse-phase column (4.6 mm × (Aligent Eclipse XDB-C18, 4.6 mm ×
250 mm internal diameter, pore size 5 μm) ; mobile phase: mixture of acetonitrile
and water (50:50 v/v) ; elution flow rate: 1 mL/min; dectection wavelength: 227
nm. All the solvent and distilled water used for aqueous solutions and buffer
should be filtered via a 0.22 μm membrane filter before use. The content of PTX
in the samples was measured based on the peak area at the rentation time. A
calibration curve of standard PTX dissolving in mixture of acetonitrile and water
(50:50 v/v) was utilized to caculate the content of PTX in the samples. All the
samples were conducted in triplicate.
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Results and discussion
Figure 4.12 suggests that the chromatogram for standard solutions of PTX
in the mixture of acetonitrile and water (50:50 v/v). Obviously, the retention time
of PTX under the operating conditions and mobile phase is about 13.3 minutes.
Figure 4.13 shows calibration curve of PTX by HPLC analysis. According to this
figure, the standard curves were linear over a concentration range of 16~100000
ng/ml, with a correlation coefficient of R2=0.999978. The equation can be
expressed as: Y=4.13e+004x-5.02e+003

Figure 4.12 Chromatogram for standard solutions of PTX in acetonitrile/water
(50:50 v/v)
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Figure 4.13 Calibration curve of PTX determined by UV-Vis/HPLC analysis

4.6.2 UV-vis spectrophotometer analysis for IDMC
Method
The amount of indomethacin (IDMC) was measured by UV
spectrophotometer (Lambda 18 spectrometer of Perkin Elmer, USA) at 321 nm,
according to the standard curve of indomethacin.

Results and discussion
By UV-spectrophotometric analysis at 321nm, the calibration curve of
IDMC shown in Figure 4.14 has been obtained. According to this figure, the
standard curves were linear over a concentration range of 5~35 µg/ml, with a
correlation coefficient of R2=0.99979. The equation can be expressed as:
Y=52.77106x-0.15786.
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Figure 4.14 Calibration curve of IDMC determined by UV-spectrophotometric
analysis

4.6.3 Drug load (DL) and encapsulation efficiency (EE)
Method
The actual content of paclitaxel (PTX) in PTX-SF nanoparticles can be
determined by dissolving untreated PTX loaded SF nanoparticles (3.0 mg
accurately weighed) in 1 mL of ddH2O, and then adding 1 mL of an acetonitrile
to form the mixture of acetonitrile/water (50:50 v/v). After being completely
mixed, the solution was put into a vial for UV-Vis/HPLC asssy according to
calibration cureve. The actual content of the PTX encapsulated in PTX-SF
nanoparticles after ethanol treatment was caculated by subtracting the content of
drug that leaked into the supernatant from that of untreated PTX-SF
nanoparticles. The content of the PTX was measured by UV-Vis/HPLC asssy.
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The actual content of indomethacin (IDMC) encapsulated in the IDMC-SF
nanoparticles was measured by dissolving 10 mg of the IDMC-SF nanoparticles
in 100 ml of PBS of pH 7.4. The actual content of the IDMC encapsulated in the
IDMC-SF nanoparticles after ethanol treatment nanoparticles was caculated by
subtracting the content of drug that leaked into the supernatant from that of
untreated IDMC-SF nanoparticles. The content of the IDMC was measured by
UV spectrophotometer at 321 nm.
The theoretical drug content, the actual drug load, and encapsulation
efficiency were calculated by equations (1), (2), and (3), respectively.
Theoretical drug load=W1/W3*100 %

(1)

Actual drug load=W2/W3*100 %

(2)

Encapsulation efficiency=W2/W4*100%

(3)

W1 is the weight of theoretical IDMC or PTX in the IDMC-SF or PTX-SF
nanoparticles; W2 is the weight of the actual IDMC or PTX encapsulated in the
IDMC-SF or PTX-SF nanoparticles; W3 is the gross weight of the IDMC-SF or
PTX-SF nanoparticles; and W4 is the weight of IDMC or PTX used in the
procedure. According to the standard curves of PTX and IDMC, DL and EE can
be obtained.

Results and discussion
DL and EE are two kinds of effective parameters to determine the drug
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loading property of drug carrier. In order to investigate the suitability of SF
nanoparticles as a drug carrier, paclitaxel (PTX), a commonly used anti-cancer
drug, has been chosen as drug model. PTX-loaded SF nanoparticles were
prepared by co-precipitation of PTX and SF using the SEDS process. HPLC
analysis indicated that for almost all the PTX has been loaded in the SF
nanoparticles and the drug load and encapsulation efficiency (EE) of PTX-SF
nanoparticles is about 19.86% and 99.32% (shown in Table 4.1), which is similar
to the theoretical drug load of 20% and EE of 100%. However, after water
insolubility induction via ethanol treatment, almost all PTX have been lost. The
corresponding DL and EE has increased to 0.62% and 3.14% respectively after
ethanol treatment. The results may be caused by high solubility of PTX in
ethanol. And the sonication in the process of ethanol treatment can also
accelerate the drug leakage.
Table 4.1 Drug load (DL) and encapsulation efficiency (EE) of PTX-SF and
IDMC-SF nanoparticles before and after ethanol treatment
Drug
DL and EE
Paclitaxel (PTX)

Indomethacin (IDMC)

DL

19.86%

6.11%

EE

99.32%

30.52%

After ethanol

DL

0.62%

2.05%

treatment

EE

3.14%

10.23%

Before ethanol
treatment
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In terms of almost all PTX loss in the induction of water insolubility of silk
fiborin nanoparticles, indomethacin (IDMC), a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drug, was chosen as another model drug to study the drug loading and in vitro
drug release property of SF nanoparticles. The results indicated that IDMC-SF
nanoparticles with a theoretical drug load of 20%, actual drug load of 6.11%, and
encapsulation efficiency (EE) of 30.52% are obtained successfully (shown in
Table 4.1). These figures are higher than the 2.8% actual drug load and 14%
encapsulation

efficiency

reported

by

Kang

et

al

in

a

study

of

indomethacin-loaded PLLA/PLGA microparticles fabricated by a supercritical
CO2 technology [125]. After ethanol treatment, drug loss also occurred and the
actual drug load and encapsulation efficiency decreased to 2.05% and 10.23%,
respectively. A similar phenomenon in which methanol treatment result in a
significant loss of salicylic acid from silk fibroin particles through leaching has
been reported by Wenk et al [12]. The higher actual DL and EE in this study
indicate that IDMC has a better compatibility with silk fibroin than with the
PLLA/PLGA polymer, and that the SEDS process is an effective method to
prepare IDMC-SF nanoparticles as a drug delivery system.

4.6.4 In vitro drug release
Method
Approximately 2 mg of IDMC-SF nanoparticles was put into the
pretreated dialysis bag, then the bag was placed into a bottle with 100 ml of PBS
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(pH 7.4) and incubated in a water-bath shaker at 37 ℃ and 60 rpm. Ten
milliliters of solution was periodically removed and replaced by fresh PBS (pH
7.4). The released drug was analyzed using a UV spectrophotometer at 321 nm.
As a control, an in vitro drug release experiment using free drug (of equivalent
weight to that in the drug loaded nanoparticles) was performed in similar
conditions. The in vitro drug release curves were drawed based on the cumulative
release percentage of indomethacin (%, w/w) in PBS solution over long periods
of time.

Results and discussion
IDMC is a poorly water-soluble drug, and its solubility in 0.1 M PBS (pH
7.4) is above 0.75 mg/ml at 37°C [165, 166]. The experimental conditions
ensured that all of the IDMC could be dissolved in 100 ml of PBS. Figure 4.15
shows the in vitro release profile of IDMC from IDMC-SF nanoparticles
obtained by the SEDS process in PBS at pH 7.4. It can be seen that nearly all of
the free IDMC (94.4%) was released in 6 h. After encapsulation by SF, the
accumulative release of IDMC from IDMC-SF nanoparticles decreased to
61.15% in 6 h and reached 87% in 24 h. The release of IDMC then reached a
plateau. In the next 24 h, about 5% of the drug was released. Obviously,
IDMC-SF nanoparticles exhibited a controlled IDMC release property. Normally,
Controlled drug release of polymer nanoparticles may be attributed to polymer
erosion and drug diffusion [103]. Due to the slow degradability of the silk fibroin
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protein in the body and small molecular weight of IDMC, the drug release may
be mainly controlled by drug diffusion from IDMC-SF nanoparticles.
Furthermore, the strong hydrophobic interaction between the IDMC molecules
and the water-insoluble SF nanoparticles may also sustain the IDMC release. It is
demonstrated that silk fibroin can be used effectively as a drug carrier and that
the SEDS process is a feasible way to prepare the controlled-release
nanoparticles.

Figure 4.15 Drug release curves of IDMC from IDMC-SF nanoparticles obtained
by the SEDS process (Each point represents the mean ±standard deviation
obtained from triplicates of the samples)

4.7

Summary
In this Chapter, silk fibroin nanoparticles, around 50 nm in a mean

particle size, were successfully fabricated using the SEDS process. Ethanol was
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found to be useful for induction of the water insolubility of SF nanoparticles by
the conformation shift of the SF nanoparticles from random coil to β-sheet
structure shown by the XRPD, TG-DSC, and FTIR analysis of the nanoparticles.
Moreover, the relative non-toxicity of SF nanoparticles shown by MTS and LDH
assay indicated excellent biocompatibility. Cellular uptake studies using
fluorescence microscopy observation indicated that the silk fibroin nanoparticles
possessed time and concentration-dependent cellular uptake ability and could be
internalized into HFF-1 fibroblast effectively. PTX can be loaded to silk fibroin
nanoparticles. However, induction of water insolubility by ethanol resulted in all
PTX loss. The silk fibroin nanoparticles containing indomethacin showed a
sustained release in vitro over two days without a burst effect. Furthermore,
owing to possessing many active amino groups, the silk fibroin could be
modified by active substances to obtain desirable characteristics [38]. In
summary, this study suggests that the silk fibroin nanoparticles prepared using
the SEDS process could be utilized as a biocompatible carrier to deliver drugs.
Also, the SEDS process is an effective method to fabricate drug-loaded polymer
nanoparticles delivery systems for controlled drug release.
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Chapter 5 Development of silk fibroin modified
PLLA-PEG-PLLA (SF/PPP) nanoparticles in
supercritical CO2
5.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter 3 and 4, silk fibroin nanoparticles have been
described as being fabricated by the SEDS process successfully. Moreover, the
results of characterization of the physical and chemical properties show that silk
fibroin nanoparticles by the SEDS process possess a spherical shape with small
particle size, suitable chemical property and excellent biocompatibility. However,
the application of silk fibroin nanoparticles as drug carrier could be limited by
drug loss resulting from water-insolubility treatment for silk fibroin nanoparticles.
In order to overcome the disadvantages of silk fibroin nanoparticles as drug
carrier, Chapter 5 aims to prepare silk fibroin/PLLA-PEG-PLLA (SF/PPP)
nanoparticles in order to achieve the objective 4 shown in Section 1.2 of Chapter
1 by supercritical CO2 technology.
In this Chapter, in order to fabricate the SF/PPP nanoparticles successfully,
two kinds of SEDS process had been empolyed in the Chapter, The resulting
SF/PPP nanoparticles were charaterzied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
TEM, Laser diffraction particle size analyzer, thermogravimeter-differential
scanning calorimeter (TG-DSC) and FTIR analysis. Besides, the biocompatibility
of SF/PPP nanoparticles were performed by in vitro cytotoxicity studies such as
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MTS assay and LDH assay. Finally, fluorescence observation and flow
cytometric analysis were also used to investigate the cellular uptake behaviors.

5.2 Preparation of SF/PPP composite nanoparticles by
the SEDS process
5.2.1 Method 1: Co-precipitation of SF/PPP from a
homogeneous solution
Briefly, the silk fibroin and PLLA-PEG-PLLA (MW 100kDa, PEG 10%,
Department of Medical Polymer Shandong Institute, Jinan, China) were
dissolved in HFIP solution, and the concentration of SF/PPP in HFIP solution
was 0.5 % (w/v), then the resulting solution was sprayed into high pressure
vessel via a coaxial nozzle. The SEDS process has been gived in Section 3.2.3
of Chapter 3. The experimental conditions can be described as follows: (P: 20
MPa, T: 35°C; the flow rates of scCO2 and solution were 25NL·h-1 and 0.5
ml·min-1, respectively).
In order to study the effect of the SEDS process on micronization of
different materials, PPP nanoparticles were prepared by the SEDS process under
the same operating conditions. Shortly, 0.5 % (w/v) PPP was dissolved in HFIP
solution, and then the resulting PPP solution was delivered into the high
pressure vessel.
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5.2.2 Method 2: Precipitation of SF/PPP from a
suspended solution
Silk fibroin (SF) nanoparticles can be prepared according to the method
given in Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3. For the preparation of SF/PPP nanoparticles,
a modified SEDS process has been employed by introducing a particle
suspension delivery system. Briefly, the silk fibroin nanoparticles prepared by the
SEDS process were firstly immerged into ethanol to induce water insolubility
and then the resulting water insoluble silk fibroin nanoparticles were dispersed
into PPP solution in dichloromethane (DCM, Advanced Technology & Industrial
Co. Ltd. Hong Kong) using ultrasonic method for further experiment. The ratio
of SF nanoparticles to PPP was 1:4 and the final concentration of SF/PPP
solution was 0.5% (w/v).
Figure 5.1 shows a schematic diagram of the modified SEDS insturment
for preparation of silk fibroin/PPP composite nanoparticles, which is made up of
three main parts: a CO2 supply system, a particle suspension delivery system
and a high pressure vessel with a volume of 1000 ml. An ‘injector’ with two
containers separated by a piston was acted as the particle suspension delivery
system [167]. Using the SEDS process, when the desired experimental
conditions were reached, the PPP solution containing silk fibroin nanoparticles
was atomized via a stainless steel coaxial nozzle (inner diameter (ID) 0.80 mm,
and the nozzle of suspension with ID 0.33 mm and length 12.35 mm) into the
high pressure vessel. The experimental conditions can be described as follows:
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(P: 20 MPa, T: 35°C; the flow rates of scCO2 and solution were 25NL·h-1 and
0.5 ml·min-1, respectively).
In order to study the effect of the SEDS process involving in particle
suspension delivery system on micronization of different materials, PPP
nanoparticles were prepared by the SEDS process under the same operating
conditions above. In short, 0.5% (w/v) PPP was dissolved in DCM solution, and
then the resulting PPP solution was delivered into the high pressure vessel. The
operating conditions were described above.

Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of the SEDS apparatus for preparation of silk
fibroin/PPP composite particle
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5.3 Surface morphology and particle size distribution

Figure 5.2 FE-SEM photographs of samples obtained by method 1 (a) SF/PPP
composite samples and (b) PPP nanoparticles
The methods about characterizing surface morphology and particle size
distribution have been described in Section 3.2.5. Figure 5.2 (a) and (b) show the
surface morphology of silk fibroin/PPP composite samples and PPP
nanoparticles obtained by Method 1 under similar experimental conditions.
From Figure 5.2 (b), it can be seen that PPP nanoparticles exhibit a good
spherical shape, a smooth surface, and a narrow particle size distribution.
However, after combining with silk fibroin, the resulting SF/PPP hybrids
obtained by the SEDS process exhibit an irregular shape. Nearly no spherical
particles formed. The size of SF/PPP hybrids is also bigger than the PPP
nanoparticles obviously. The irregular products of SF/PPP hybrids may result
from the different precipitation kinetics of the SF and PPP polymer in the
coprecipitation process.
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Figure 5.3 SEM photographs of samples obtained by method 2 (a) SF
nanoparticles, (b) PPP nanoparticles, (c) and (d) SF/PPP nanoparticles

Figure 5.4 Particle size distribution of SF/PPP nanoparticles
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Figure 5.5 TEM photographs of SF/PPP nanoparticles
Figure 5.3 (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the surface morphology of the silk
fibroin nanoparticle, PPP microparticles and SF/PPP composite nanoparticles
prepared by method 2 respectively. Obviously, SF/PPP composite nanoparticles
were successfully fabricated. Compared to SF/PPP hybrids prepared by method
1, SF/PPP composite nanoparticles fabricated by method 2 possess a good
spherical shape. It can be concluded that method 2 is an effective way to prepare
the silk fibroin/PPP composite nanoparticles. However, the SF/PPP composite
nanoparticles possess a rough surface. Figure 5.4 shows the particle size
distribution of SF/PPP nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS process. From this
figure, it can be seen that the mean particle size is about 634.1±173.7 nm and
particle size distribution is 0.713.
In terms of smooth surface of PPP nanoparticles obtained by similar
experimental conditions, it can be concluded that the rough surface of SF/PPP
composite nanoparticles results from adding silk fibroin nanoparticles.

The

similar size of rough part to that of silk fibroin nanoaprticles used in the
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experiment indicated that the rough parts may be silk fibroin nanoparticles. This
result has been improved by TEM photos of SF/PPP nanoparticles (shown in
Figure 5.3), which show that silk fibroin nanoparticles have been dispersed in the
PPP microparticles. Therefore, the SF/PPP composite microparticles possess a
core-shell structure with silk fibroin nanoparticles dispersed on the PPP
nanoparticles.
Considering the successful fabrication of silk fibroin/PPP composite
nanoparticles Method 2 will be used to prepare the silk fibroin/PPP composite
nanoparticles for further characterization.

5.4

Chemical and physical properties
FTIR and XRPD analysis have been used to characterize the chemical and

physical properties of SF, PPP and SF/PPP nanoparticles. Their corresponding
methods have been described in Section 4.4 of Chapter 4.

5.4.1 FTIR analysis
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is one of the most widely
used methods to identify the chemical structure of a molecule by producing an
infrared absorption spectrum, especially that of silk fibroin molecule [38]. Figure
5.6 shows the FTIR spectras of original PPP, SF nanoparticles, and SF/PPP
nanoparticles. The characteristic peak of amide I at 1627 cm-1 and amide II at
1521 cm-1 is assigned to the β-sheet of silk fibroin. And the characteristic peaks
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at 1092 cm-1 correspond to νC-O-C of the PLLA-PEG-PLLA polymer. As shown
in the spectra of SF/PLLA-PEG-PLLA, the characteristic peak of amide II at
1627 cm-1 of silk fibroin has shifted to 1658 cm-1, which is attributed to a-helix or

random coil conformation. The results suggest that a minor transformation from
β-sheet conformation to α-helix or random coil conformation of silk fibroin
occurs. Maybe the blending of silk fibroin and PLLA-PEG-PLLA affects the
secondary structure of silk fibroin. However, the major characteristic peaks
including characteristic peaks at 1520 cm-1 and 1092 cm-1 had no obvious
change.

Figure 5.6 FTIR spectras of original PPP, SF nanoaprticles, and SF/PPP
nanoparticles in the supercritical process

5.4.2 XRPD analysis
X-ray powder diffractometry (XRPD) is an important technique to
investigate the crystal phase of samples. Figure 5.7 shows the diffraction patterns
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of crystalline PPP, SF nanoparticles, and SF/PPP nanoparticles, respectively. On
the XRPD curves, a broad peak at 2θ =20.4°is attributed to silk I of SF before
the SEDS process. The characteristic diffraction peaks at 2θ = 12.5°, 14.7°, 16.6°,
22.3° are attributed to the PLLA block, and the peaks of 18.9° and 23.2° are
attributed to the PEG block. It indicates the existence of a natural crystalline
form of PPP copolymer. After the SEDS process, the characteristic peaks of the
PPP copolymer became significantly weak. The SEDS process led to the shifting
of the physical form of PPP copolymer from crystalline to amorphous. Besides,
no obvious characteristic peaks of SF have been found in the XPRD curve of
SF/PPP nanoparticles, which could result from the superposition of the broad
characteristic peaks of SF at 2θ =20.4°and the peaks of PEG block at 2θ =18.9°.
These results also supported that of FTIR analysis.

Figure 5.7 XRPD pattens of original PPP, SF nanoaprticles, and SF/PPP
nanoparticles in the supercritical process
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5.5

Biological evaluation of SF/PPP nanoparticles

For biological evaluation of SF/PPP nanoparticles, MTS and LDH assay
shown in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4 were used to examine the biocompatibility.
Besides, fluorescence microscopy observation described in Section 4.2.6 of
Chapter 4 and flow cytometric analysis were employed to study the cellular
uptake behavior of SF/PPP nanoparticles.

5.5.1 MTS assay
The cell cytotoxicity of fibroblasts after incubation with different
concentrations of PPP nanoparticles and SF/PPP nanoparticles at 10 µg/ml, 100
µg/ml and 1000 µg/ml was assessed using a MTS mitochondrial activity assay.
The results are shown in Figure 5.8 and all the data were normalized to the cell
metabolic activity of fibroblasts without nanoparticle incubation for one day. The
cell metabolic activity is directly related to cell viability and the number of live
cells.
Figure 5.9 shows that, after one day of incubation, compared with the
control group, the viability of fibroblasts displayed no obvious change with 10
µg/ml PPP nanoparticles and 10 µg/ml SF/PP nanoparticles. With the
concentration of nanoparticles increased to 100 µg/ml, the viability of fibroblasts
incubated with SF/PPP nanoparticles is obviously higher than that of PPP
nanoparticles. After 3 days of incubation, the biocompatibility of PPP
nanoparticles was comparable to that of the control. However, a significant
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increase was only observed for the viability of fibroblasts incubated with 1000
µg/ml SF/PPP nanoparticles.

Figure 5.8 Cell proliferation of fibroblasts incubated with PPP nanoparticles and
SF/PPP composite nanoparticles for 1 day, 3 days and 7 days measured with a
MTS cell proliferation assay.p-values: # < 0.01; * < 0.05
After 7 days of incubation, compared with the control, a significant decrease
in the viability of fibroblasts incubated with 1000 µg/ml PPP nanoparticles was
observed. However, SF/PPP nanoparticles significantly increased the cell
viability of fibroblasts compared to PPP nanoparticles at 10 µg/ml and 1000
µg/ml. These results indicated that SF/PPP nanoparticles showed better
biocompatibility than PPP nanoparticles. It can be concluded that adding silk
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fibroin into PPP can improve the biocompatibility of the PPP polymer. In fact,
many studies have demonstrated silk fibroin possessed excellent biocompatibility
and also can improve biocompatibility of hydroxyapatite and synthetic polymer
such as PLLA and PCL [168-170]

5.5.2 LDH assay
The cell proliferation of fibroblasts after incubation with different
concentrations of PPP nanoparticles and SF/PPP nanoparticles at 10 µg/ml, 100
µg/ml and 1000 µg/ml for 1 day, 3 days and 7 days was evaluated using LDH
assay. The results are shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9 Cell proliferation of fibroblasts incubated with SF nanoparticles for 1
day, 3 days and 7 days measured with LDH assay. p-values: # < 0.01; * < 0.05
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After 1 day of incubation, compared to the control, PPP nanoparticles and
SF/PPP nanoparticles showed no obvious cytotoxicity to fibroblasts. PPP
nanoparticles at high concentration (1000 µg/ml) exhibited a higher toxicity than
SF/PPP nanoparticles slightly. However, there was no significant difference in
cytotoxicity to fibroblasts between SF/PPP nanoparticles and PPP nanoparticles.
After 3 days of incubation, PPP nanoparticles and SF/PPP nanoparticles at
low concentration (10, 100 µg/ml) exhibited no obvious cytotoxicity to
fibroblasts. However, the cytotoxicity of SF/PPP nanoparticles was lower than
that of PPP nanoparticles slightly. With the concentration of nanoparticles
increased to 1000 µg/ml, PPP nanoparticles and SF/PPP nanoparticles showed
higher cytoxicity to fibroblasts than the control group significantly.
After 7 days of incubation, PPP nanoparticles at 100 µg/ml and SF/PPP
nanoparticles at 10 µg/ml and 100 µg/ml showed lower cytotoxicity than the
control significantly. With the concentration of nanoparticles increased to 100
µg/m, the cytotoxicity of PPP and SF/PPP nanoparticles was comparable to that
of the control. However, cytotoxicity of SF/PPP nanoparticles at low
concentration (10, 100 µg/ml) was lower slightly than that of PPP nanoparticles.
In a word, SF/PPP nanoparticles and PPP nanoparticles possessed excellent
biocompatibility to fibroblasts. And adding SF into PPP nanoparticles can
improve the biocompatibility of PPP slightly. However, there was no significant
difference in cytotoxicity to fibroblasts between SF/PPP nanoparticles and PPP
nanoparticles.
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5.5.3 Cellular uptake of SF/PPP nanoparticles
Fluorescence microscopy
The cellular uptake efficiency of nanoparticles as drug carrier affects its
therapeutic properties. To study the cellular uptake of SF/PPP nanoparticles, it was
labeled by introducing green fluorescent Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) onto
SF/PPP nanoparticles. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show the fluorescence
microscopy images of HFF-1 fibroblasts incubated with 100 µg/ml FITC
attached SF/PPP nanoparticles for 30 minutes and 24 hours respectively.

Figure 5.10 Fluorescence microscopy images of filamentous actin (red) and
nucleus (blue) stained fibroblasts incubated with 100 µg/ml SF/PPP
nanoparticles (green) for 30 minutes (a) DAPI Channel, (b) FITC Channel, (c)
TRITC Channel, (d) Merged Image
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Figure 5.11 Fluorescence microscopy images of filamentous actin (red) and
nucleus (blue) stained fibroblasts incubated with 100 µg/ml SF/PPP
nanoparticles (green) for 24 hours (a) DAPI Channel, (b) FITC Channel, (c)
TRITC Channel, (d) Merged Image
In the Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 above, the nanoparticles are observed in
green by attached FITC, fibroblast nuclei are visualized in blue by DAPI
counterstaining and fibroblast filamentous actins are visualized in red by
Phallodin-TRITC. From the fluorescent images, we observed that, some SF/PPP
nanoparticles had adhered to fibroblasts after 30 minutes. After 24 hours, more
SF/PPP nanoparticles were observed to be adhered or internalized by fibroblasts
compared to 30 minutes of incubation. Therefore, SF/PPP nanoparticles
exhibited a time-dependent increase in the cell-associated fluorescence intensity.
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Flow cytometric analysis
To measure quantitatively the cellular uptake and kinetic internalization of
the SF/PPP nanoparticles further, flow cytometry analysis was employed to
compare the cellular uptake of fluorescein loaded SF/PPP nanoparticles using
HFF-1 fibroblasts at different times.

Method: HFF-1 human foreskin fibroblast cells were seeded on 25 cm2 cell
culture flask and allowed to grow to 80% confluence. 100 µg/ml fluorescin
incorporated SF/PPP nanoparticles were incubated with cells for 0.5 hour, 4
hours and 24 hours. Cells were then washed extensively three times with 1×PBS,
and then were detached from tissue culture dishes using 0.05% trypsin-EDTA
(GIBCO), centrifuged and then resuspended in cold 1×PBS buffer and kept on
ice. Cells were then analyzed by flow cytometry (Cytomics FC 500, Beckmann
Coulter). Obtained data were processed with WinMDI version 2.9. The
fluorescence intensity is proportional to the amount of SF/PPP nanoparticles
internalized by the cells.

Results and discussion: Flow cytometric analysis has been widely
used to assess cellular uptake of nanoparticle [171-173]. Figure 5.12 and Figure
5.13 show the fluorescence histograms of HFF-1 cells incubated with PPP
nanoparticles and SF/PPP nanoparticles respectively for 0.5 hours, 4 hours and
24 hours respectively. Their corresponding fluorescent intensity measurements
normalized by the number of cells are shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15
respecively. Cells with blank treatment were used as a negative control and
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showed only the auto-fluorescence of the cells.

Figure 5.12 Fluorescence histograms of HFF-1 cells incubated with PPP
nanoparticles for 0.5h, 4h and 24h

Figure 5.13 Fluorescence histograms of HFF-1 cells incubated with
SF/PPP nanoparticlefor 0.5h, 4h and 24h
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Figure 5.14 Fluorescent intensity measurements normalized by the number
of HFF-1cells incubated with PPP nanoparticles for 0.5h, 4h and 24h

Figure 5.15 Fluorescent intensity measurements normalized by the number
of HFF-1cells incubated with SF/PPP nanoparticles for 0.5h, 4h and 24h

As shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, with the increase of incubation
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time from 0.5 hours to 4 hours, the fluorescent intensity of PPP and SF/PPP
nanoparticles in HFF-1 was significantly enhanced.

When incubation time

increased to 24 hours, PPP nanoparticles can be internalized into HFF-1 cells
continually and fluorescent intensity continues to be enhanced. However,
fluorescent intensity of SF/PPP nanoparticles had no significant difference
between 4 hours and 24 hours of incubation. It indicated that the speed of
internalization of SF/PPP nanoparticles is higher than PPP nanoparticles by
HFF-1. Therefore, the cellular uptake of SF/PPP nanoparticles reached a plateau
and became saturated more quickly.
In conclusion, the enhanced cellular uptake with increase of time from 0.5
hours to 24 hours indicated by flow cytometry analysis is consistent with that
shown

in

images

observed

using

fluorescent

microscopy.

Moreover,

incorporating silk fibroin into PPP nanoparticles can improve the cell adhesion
and accelerate the cellular uptake of PPP nanoparticles. Many studies have
showed that silk fibrion can enhance the cell affinity and improve the cell
adhesion [6,168,174,175]. It is probably caused by strong affinity of silk fibroin
to polysaccharides surrounding cells in tissues.
Generally, the cellular uptake of nanoparticles could be considered as an
adhesion (or binding) process followed by the formation of vesicles and then the
formed nanoparticle-containing vesicles are internalized by endocytosis [58].
Physicochemical characteristics such as particle size and surface properties
played key roles in the internalization process [176, 177]. Nanoparticles made
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of silk fibroin and amphililic PLLA-PEG-PLLA combined the advantages of
natural and synthetic polymers. Importantly, silk fibroin possesses functional
groups (i.e., amino and carboxylic groups) that could be used for surface
modifications to achieve the targeted drug delivery. Therefore, SF/PPP
nanoparticles by the SEDS process will be a potential application in
nanoparticle drug delivery systems, especially targeted drug delivery systems.

5.6

Summary

In this Chapter, SF/PPP nanoparticles with a core-shell structure were
successfully developed by the SEDS process. SEM and TEM images indicated
that the silk fibroin nanoparticles were dispersed on the PPP nanoparticles. FTIR
analysis indicated that composite nanoparticles consist of silk fibroin and PPP
polymer. The results of XRPD indicated that the SEDS process reduced the
crystalline state of PPP polymer. MTS and LDH assay suggested that SF/PPP
nanoparticles possessed much better cell cytotoxicity compared with PPP
nanoparticles. Furthermore, the results of cell adhesion assay demonstrated that
SF/PPP nanoparticles exhibited good cell adhesion and internalization ability for
cells.

In conclusion, SF/PPP nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS process could

be used as potential biomaterials in the biomedical field, especially nanoparticle
drug delivery systems.
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Chapter 6 Preparation, characterization and in vitro
anti-tumor activity of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles
6.1 Introduction
The previous study in Chapter 5 has shown that silk fibroin/PPP
nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS process is an effective drug carrier. Firstly,
the incorporation of silk fibroin into the PPP nanoparticles improved
biocompatibility and provided chemical modification. Secondly, the SF/PPP
nanoparticles possessed a small particle size with narrow particle size
distribution and could be taken up by cells effectively. Therefore, using the silk
fibroin/PPP nanoparticles to load drugs and form a nanoparticle drug delivery
system may be a potential application in the field of biomedical engineering.
Paclitaxel (PTX), a mitotic inhibitor used in cancer chemotherapy, has
exhibited its potency against many kinds of cancers, including advanced ovarian,
lung, and breast cancers. However, its poor solubility in water drastically limits
its clinical application in its natural form. To enhance drug solubility, paclitaxel
is commercially formulated at 6 mg/ml in a vehicle composed of 1:1 blend of
Cremophor ®EL and ethanol to make Taxol®. Unfortunately, Cremophor ® EL
is toxic and can cause severe side-effects, including hypersensitivity reactions,
nephrotoxicity and neurotoxicity [178,179]. Also, the anticancer drug can not be
selectively accumulated into tumors tissues. The non-specific distribution will
reduce bioavailability and therapeutic efficiency of the anticancer drugs [180].
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In order to improve the therapeutic efficacy of PTX and reduce side-effects,
many researchers have developed alternative drug delivery systems, including
parenteral emulsions, liposomes, nanoparticles and nanospheres [181-184].
Among them, polymer nanoparticle drug delivery systems have attracted much
attention owing to high bioavailability and sustained drug release characteristics
[185,186]. Besides, it enables many different routes of drug administration,
including injection, transdermal absorption, oral application and inhalation.
Especially, nanoparticles can extravasate into the tumor tissue via the leaky
vessels surrounding tumors and then preferentially accumulate in solid tumors
due to the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect [187].
In this Chapter, the SEDS process will be used to prepare a PTX loaded
SF/PPP (PTX-SF/PPP) nanoparticles delivery system. The surface morphology,
physical and chemical properties, drug load, encaupsulation efficiency and in
vitro drug release properties of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles were measured.
Moreover, the in vitro cytotoxicity and live/dead assy of PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles were perfomed using cancer cell lines. The apoptosis index of
cancel cells induced by the PTX drug was investigated by flow cytometry.

6.2 Preparation of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles by the
SEDS process
For the preparation of PTX loaded-SF/PPP composite nanoparticles, the
method was described in Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 5. Briefly, PTX was dissolved
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in ethanol with silk fibroin nanoparticles and the DCM solution containing PPP
was mixed together (for weight, PTX: silk fibroin nanoparticles: PPP =5:4:16),
and the final solution concentration of PTX-SF/PPP was 0.5% (w/v). The
operating conditions in the SEDS process can be described as follows (P:
10MPa, T: 35 °C; the flow rates of scCO2 and solution were 25NL·h-1 and 0.5
ml·min-1, respectively).

6.3

Surface morphology and structure of PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles

Figure 6.1 FE-SEM photographs of PTX-SF/PPP obtained by the SEDS process (a)
20000 × and (b) 40000 ×
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Figure 6.2 Particle size distribution of PTX-SF/PPP obtained by the SEDS process
The surface morphology of PTX-SF/PPP obtained by the SEDS process is
shown in Figure 6.1. From this figure, the PTX-loaded SF/PPP nanoparticles
exhibit nanostructured morphology with a rather spherical shape and rough
surface. Figure 6.2 shows the particle size distribution of PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles obtained by the SEDS process. Mean particle size is about
650.6±158.8 nm and particle size distribution is 0.635. According to the particle
size (50nm) of silk fibroin nanoparticles used in this experiment, it can be
concluded that the rough surface results from the precipitation of silk fibroin
nanoparticle on the surface of PPP nanoparticles. Obviously, the surface
morphology appears to have no significant differences between SF/PPP
nanoparticles and PTX-loaded SF/PPP nanoparticles.
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6.4 Chemical and physical characterization
The methods about FTIR analysis and XRPD analysis were described in
Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 of Chapter 4.

6.4.1 FTIR analysis
Figure 6.3 shows a characteristic absorption peak at 1759 cm-1 for the C=O
Stretching in PPP of placebo SF/PPP. The major characteristic absorption peak
of C–C stretching is shown for crystalline PTX at 709 cm-1. After the SEDS
process, the main peaks (709 cm-1) appear at the same position compared with
the physical mixtures, which suggests that the resulting products contain PTX.
The presence of the peak at 1024 cm-1 further demonstrates that PTX has been
encapsulated by SF/PPP nanoparticles successful.

Figure 6.3 FTIR spectras of PTX, SF/PPP nanoparticles, physical mixture of PTX
and SF/PPP nanoparticles, and PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles
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6.4.2 XRPD analysis
To investigate the physical state of the drug-loaded polymer nanoparticles
prepared by the SEDS process, XRPD analysis was performed on the
drug-loaded polymer nanoparticles. Figure 6.4 shows XRPD patterns of free
PTX, SF/PPP and PTX-SF/PPP prepared by the SEDS process. Original
paclitaxel exhibited the main characteristic XRPD peaks at 2θ = 5.6°, 9.1°, 10.1°,
12.7°, 15.6 and 25.3°. After the SEDS process, nearly all the main characteristic
peaks of crystalline PTX

became weak, especially peaks at 2θ = 10.1°and 15.6

(in the physical mixtures, the weak characteristic peaks of crystalline PTX at
10.1°can still be observed in the XRD patterns . This indicated that the SEDS
process reduces the crystallinity of PTX obviously, which could improve the
solubility of PTX.

Figure 6.4 XRPD patterns of free PTX, SF/PPP and PTX-SF/PPP prepared by the
SEDS process
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6.5 Drug loading and in vitro release properties
6.5.1 Drug load (DL) and encapsulation efficiency (EE)
DL and EE are two kinds of important parameters to determine the drug
loading properties of nanoparticles. The method to calculate the DL and EE of
PTX were descried in Section 4.6.3 of Chapter 4. In the present study, the
theoretical weight ratio of drug to polymer was selected as 1:4 (i.e., theoretical
drug load of 20%). The results of HPLC assay indicate the drug load (DL) and
encaupsulation efficiency (EE) was 18.12%, 90.21%, respectively. The DL and
EE of SF/PPP nanoparticles in the study is higher than that of PLLA
nanoparticles fabricated by CO2-based nanoencapsulation technique disclosed by
Kang et al [133]. It could be supposed that the higher DL and EE result from the
different precipitation kinetics of the PTX and SF/PPP in the SEDS process. The
silk fibroin nanoparticles can act as a crystal nucleus, which can promote the
precipitation of PLLA-PEG-PLLA (PPP) and PTX. Actually, further studies are
demanded to explore the actual reason. As nearly all the drug is loaded on the
SF/PPP nanoparticles, it would be more commercially attractive.

6.5.2 In vitro drug release
In terms of the unique microenvironment surrounding tumor cells, in which
the average extracellular pH value in tumors is between 6.0 and 7.0. However,
the extracellular pH value in normal tissues is about 7.4. The in vitro release
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profile of PTX from nanoparticles was studied in different pH conditions (pH 6.0
and 7.4). Figure 6.5 shows the in vitro release profile of PTX from PTX loaded
SF/PPP (PTX-SF/PPP) nanoparticles in PBS buffer (pH 6.0 and 7.4). As shown
in Figure 6.5, the drug release in PBS buffer (pH 7.4) was slower than that in in
PBS buffer (pH 6.0). And 16.1% and 24.5% of paclitaxel was released at pH 7.4
and 6.0, respectively in one week (Figure 6.5). Therefore, there was no burst
effect and PTX can be released in a controlled way from SF/PPP nanoparticles.
Furthermore, nanoencapsulation of PTX by SF/PPP nanoparticles could improve
the solubility of PTX. Besides, higher release rate of PTX from SF/PPP
nanoparticles in PBS buffer (pH 6.0) as compared to that in PBS buffer (pH 7.4)
also could benefit patients undergoing cancer treatment. Therefore, this
nanoparticle drug delivery system could be suitable for tumor therapy.

Figure 6.5 In vitro release profile of PTX from PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles in PBS
buffer (pH 6.0 and 7.4)
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The faster release of PTX from the PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles at lower
conditions results from two possible reasons. One is that lower pH may cause
faster degradation of SF/PPP polymer. The other is that the amino group of the
drug could be protonated at lower pH conditon. This pH-dependent release
property has been shown to be beneﬁcial for tumor treatment. It is likely that
most PTX remain on the nanoparticles for a long time when PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles is delivered into the plasma at normal physiological conditions
(pH=7.4). After the PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles reach the tumor tissue where the
pH value is lower than that in the normal tissue and are interlized by tumor cells
via endocytosis, the release of PTX will enhanced. Therefore, pH-dependent
release property decreases the side effect to the normal tissues and enhance the
the therapeutic efficiency against tumors.

6.5.3 MTS assay
The cytotoxicity and subsequent therapeutic potential of PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles were evaluated by incubating Human breast adenocarcinoma cell
line (MCF-7) and Human liver hepatocellular carcinoma cell line (HePG-2) cells
with free PTX, SF/PPP nanoparticles, and PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles
(Equivalent 0.5µg/ml PTX for nanoparticles) for 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 days. Cell
growth was then assessed by using the MTS assay described in Section 4.5.2 of
Chapter 4. The MTS assay is an effective technique to assess the in vitro
cytotoxicity of biomaterials. In the MTS assay, the correlation between
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absorbance at 490 nm and cell numbers is linear.
Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.10 shows the cell viability of MCF-7 and HePG-2
cells incubated with nanoparticles for 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 days respectively.
Obviously, the empty SF/PPP nanoparticles have no obvious toxicity for tumor
cell at all the time intervals tested. However, free PTX and PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles inhibited growth of MCF-7 and HePG-2 cells significantly in one
week. Therefore, the cytotoxicity of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles was mostly
caused by the encapsulated PTX. Moreover, a clear time-dependent cytotoxicity
of PTX and PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles was observed in both experimental
conditions.

In vitro cytotoxicity to MCF-7 cells

Figure 6.6 Cell viability of MCF-7 cells incubated with nanoparticles for 1, 2, 3,
5 and 7 days
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As shown in Figure 6.6, the cell viability of MCF-7 cells after one day of
incubation with free PTX decreased by about 12.6%. The cytotoxicity of free
PTX was higher than that of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles significantly (p<0.05).
Similar results had been reported by Wu et al and Shi et al [188, 189]. It may be
caused by two possible reasons. One is free PTX may diffuse into the MCF-7
cells under in vitro conditions more efficiently than PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles,
which are taken up by cells through endocytosis. The other possible reason is that
free PTX is effective once it enters the cells, while the PTX encapsulated in
SF/PPP nanoparticles needs escape from endosome/lysosome pathway for
endocytosis and be released in a controlled way [188, 189]
After 7 days of incubation with free PTX, the cell viability of MCF-7
cells decreased by about 55.9%. However, PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles possessed
a slightly higher cytotoxicity(p＞0.05) and a approximately 65.1% decrease was
observed in the cell viability of MCF-7 cells after 7 days of incubation with
PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles. It indicated that with the increase of incubation time
from one day to 7 days, the PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles exhibited faster
improvement of cytotoxicity to MCF-7 cells than free PTX.
The results of MTS assay were supported by the optical images of MCF-7
cells shown in Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 incubatied with SF/PPP
nanoparticles, free PTX and PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles at all the time intervals
tested. It can be seen that SF/PPP nanoparticles have no obvious cytotoxicity.
However, free PTX and PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles exhibited obvious
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cytotoxicity. With the increase of incubation time, the attachment ability of the
cells became poor, a large number of cells floated and became round, then
brushed off.

Figure 6.7 Optical images of MCF-7 cells incubated with 0.5 µg/ml SF/PPP
nanoparticles for (a) 1 day, (b) 2 days and (c) 5 days

Figure 6.8 Optical images of MCF-7 cells incubated with 0.5 µg/ml PTX for (a)
1 day, (b) 2 days and (c) 5 days
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Figure 6.9 Optical images of MCF-7 cells incubated with 0.5 µg/ml PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles for (a) 1 day, (b) 2 days and (c) 5 days

In vitro cytotoxicity to HePG-2 cells

Figure 6.10 Cell viability of HePG-2 cells incubated with nanoparticles for 1, 2,
3, 5 and 7 days
As shown in Figure 6.10, after one day of incubation, the cytotoxicity of
free PTX to HePG-2 cells was also higher than PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles
significantly (p<0.05). Free PTX and PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles caused a 39.3%
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and 31.3% decrease in cell viability of HePG-2 cells respectively. One week later,
free PTX and PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles increased the toxicity significantly and
cause a 88.2% and 89.4% decrease in the cell viability of MCF-7 cells
respectively. However, there is no significant difference (p＞0.05). Therefore,
these results of MTS assay for HePG-2 cells were in accord with that for MCF-7
cells. However, the higher cytotoxity of free PTX and PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles
to HePG-2 than MCF-7 cells might be attrubited to different characteristics
between MCF-2 and HePG-2 cells.

Figure 6.11 Optical images of HePG-2 cells incubated with 0.5 µg/ml SF/PPP
nanoparticles for (a) 1 day, (b) 2 days and (c) 5 days
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Figure 6.12 Optical images of HePG-2 cells incubated with 0.5 µg/ml PTX
nanoparticles for (a) 1 day, (b) 2 days and (c) 5 days

Figure 6.13 Optical images of HePG-2 cells incubated with 0.5 µg/ml
PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles for (a) 1 day, (b) 2 days and (c) 5 days
Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 showed the cell morphologies of
HePG-2 cells incubated with SF/PPP, free PTX and PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles
respectively at all the time intervals tested. There is no obvious cytotoxicity that
can be observed for SF/PPP nanoparticles. And PTX and PTX-SF/PPP can
induce continuous cytotoxicity of HePG-2 cells with the increase of incubation
time. Generally it is thought that drug-loaded nanoparticles are taken up by cells
through internalization, and subsequently release the drug inside the cells. These
results indicated that the PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles exhibited a sustained drug
release property and thus can kill the tumor cell continuously.
Paclitaxel (PTX) is a widely-used anticancer drug at low doses. However,
its application is limited by low solubility and severe side effects. Moreover, the
drug carrier in clinical application especially Cremophor ® EL is toxic and can
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cause severe side effects [178, 179]. SF/PPP nanoparticles have excellent
biocompatibility and the use of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles for systemic drug
delivery would be beneficial to avoid the toxicity of free PTX alone to normal
tissue, especially in the first day. With increase of incubation time from one day
to 7 days, PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles improved therapeutic efficiency
significantly. It also indicated that the SEDS process is an effective technology to
encapsulate PTX into SF/PPP nanoparticles without impairing the anti-tumor
ability of PTX in vitro. Besides, owing to prolonged blood circulation of
PTX-SF/PPP, enhanced permeability and the retention effect in the tumor
interstitium and improvement of solubility of PTX, the PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles may possess better anti-tumor activity than free PTX in vivo and
thus have potential application in drug delivery system for tumor therapy.

6.5.4 Live/dead assay
The

cytotoxicity

of

nanoparticles

can

also

be

evaluated

by

fluorescence-based live/dead assay. The procedure can determine the intracellular

esterase activity and plasma membrane integrity using two fluorescent dyes
fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and propidium iodide (PI) (Invitrogen, US), and thus
identify live cells versus dead cells. FDA can pass through the cell membrane
and live cells will convert FDA to produce a green fluorescence by intracellular
esterase activity. PI is membrane impermeant which can only penetrate the
membranes of dead or dying cells.
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Method: HepG-2 cells and MCF-7 cells were seeded in 6 well plates
and then allowed to attach overnight at 37 oC in a humidified cell incubator with
5% CO2.

After 24 hours, the initial viability of HepG-2 cells and MCF-7 cells

after incubation with 0.5 µg/ml free PTX and PTX loaded SF/PPP nanoparticles,
equivalent to containing 0.5 µg/ml PTX were characterized by cell live/dead
assay based on the fluorescence of two dyes, fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and
propidium iodide (PI) (Invitrogen, US). Cells were stained by 1 µg/ml FDA and
1 µg/ml PI simultaneously and then washed by 1×PBS. Stained cells were then
observed using a Fluorescent Microscope (Nikon, Eclipse 80i). Viable cells
fluoresce green and dead cells fluoresce red

Results and discussion: The results of the Live/Dead assay for
MCF-7 cells when incubation with control, free PTX and PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles respectively are shown in Figure 6.14, Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16
repectively. And the results of the Live/Dead assay for HePG-2 cells when
incubation with control, free PTX and PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles are shown in
Figure 6.17, Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 respectively. Live cells are labed green
because of their esterase activity. Dead cells are labled red due to loss of
membrane intergrity. The cells in control group were not exposed to
nanoparticles. As shown from these Live/Dead images, few or no red cell was
obersved in the control group. However, when incubating with free PTX or
PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles more dead cells were observed for HepG-2 than
MCF-7 cells after 24 hours incubation. Moreover, the percentage of HePG-2
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cells that were killed was higher than that of MCF-7 cells. These results
supported that of MTS assay.

Figure 6.14 Live/Dead images of MCF-7 cells incubated with control (blank) for
24 hours (a) live cell and (b) dead cells

Figure 6.15 Live/Dead images of MCF-7 cells incubated with free PTX for 24
hours (a) live cell and (b) dead cells

Figure 6.16 Live/Dead images of MCF-7 cells incubated with SF/PPP-PTX
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nanoparticles for 24 hours (a) live cell and (b) dead cells

Figure 6.17 Live/Dead images of HePG-2 cells incubated with control (blank) for
24 hours (a) live cell and (b) dead cells

Figure 6.18 Live/Dead images of HePG-2 cells incubated with free PTX for 24
hours (a) live cell and (b) dead cells

Figure 6.19 Live/Dead images of HePG-2 cells incubated with PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles for 24 hours (a) live cell and (b) dead cells
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6.6 Summary
In this Chapter, PTX loaded SF/PPP nanoparticles were fabricated
successfully by the SEDS process. SEM images showed that they exhibit rather
spherical shapes and rough surfaces, which result from many silk fibroin
nanoparticles localized on the surface of PPP particles. FTIR analysis indicated
that the PTX was encapsulated by SF/PPP nanoparticles. The results of XRD
analysis supported the result of FTIR analysis and also suggested that the
crystalline

state

of

PTX

has

decreased

obviously.

Furthermore,

the

UV-Vis/HPLC analysis showed that drug load (DL) and encapsulation efficiency
(EE) was 18.12% and 90.21% respectively. The in vitro drug release experiment
suggested that the solubility of the paclitaxel increased a lot after being
encapsulated by SF/PPP. Besides, the PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles exhibited a
sustained release and only 16.1% and 24.5% of paclitaxel was released at pH 7.4
and 6.0, respectively in one week. The different release rate of PTX indicated
that the drug delivery system could be a potential application in tumor-targeted
therapy. In vitro cytotoxicity for MCF-7 cells and HePG-2 cells suggested that
PTX encapsulated in SF/PPP polymer has a slightly higher cytotoxity after 7
days of incubation than that of free PTX. Therefore, PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles
will have potential application in particle drug delivery system for tumor therapy.
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Chapter 7 Preparation, characterization and in vitro
anti-tumor activity of smart PTX-FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles
7.1 Introduction
In previous studies, silk fibroin has been incorporated into synthetic
PLLA-PEG-PLLA (PPP) polymer successfully to obtain silk fibroin/
PLLA-PEG-PLLA (SF/PPP) nanoparticles by the SEDS process. PPP, as an
amphiphilic polymer, can improve the solubility of insoluble drugs. Moreover,
the hydrophilic poly (ethylene glycol) chains also can decrease opsonization and
elimination by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) and result in long circulation
in the blood. The introduction of silk fibroin can improve the biocompatibility of
synthetic PLLA-PEG-PLLA polymer. Moreover, the reactive amino groups of
silk fibroin allow the chemical modification site to develop smart drug delivery
system.
In this Chapter, folic acid (FA) was covalently linked to PTX loaded silk
fibroin/PLLA-PEG-PLLA (PTX-SF/PPP) nanoparticles to prepare smart
PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles for tumor-targeted delivery and achieve objective
5 described in Section 1.2 of Chapter 1. The morphology, chemical properties,
drug loading and in vitro release properties of PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles
were investigated. Furthermore, the cellular uptake behavior of FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles was studied by flow cytometry. Finally, in vitro cytotoxicity of
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drug-loaded nanoparticles was evaluated using cancer cell lines and normal cell
lines.

7.2 Fabrication of PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles
20 mg of folic acid (FA) and 4 mg of N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) were
dissolved

in

1

ml

of

0.1

N

NaOH.

Then

20

mg

of

N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC) was added into the
resulting solution and underwent constant shaking in the dark for 30 min to
obtain NHS-folate at 20 °C. Subsequently, 4 ml of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles
(PTX: SF: PPP=5: 4: 16) suspension (content 2.5 mg/ml) was added into the
solution above to react with NHS-Folate for 2h at room temperature. The
reaction mixture was washed using ddH2O and then purified from unreacted folic
acid by three cycles of differential centrifugation (14000 rpm, 5 min) and the
pellets were dried for the next experiment.
As mentioned before, the silk fibroin nanoparticles were incorporated into
the PLLA-PEG-PLLA polymer to form the PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles by the
SEDS process. A large number of silk fibroin nanoparticles were localized on the
surface of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles. Therefore, the amino group of silk fibroin
can react with the folic acid to form PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles. Figure 7.1
shows the illustration of PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles. The schematic
diagram of the process for preparing PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles is presented
in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.1 Illustration of PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles

Figure 7.2 Schematic diagram of the preparation strategy for the production of
PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles
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7.3 Surface morphology and particle size distribution

Figure 7.3 FE-SEM photos of PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles (a) 10000 × and (b)
20000 ×

Figure 7.4 Particle size distribution of PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles
The surface morphology and particle size distribution of PTX-FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS process are shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure
7.4 respectively. According to these figures, the particle size and particle size
distribution of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles is 665.4±200.6 nm and 0.776
respectively. Compared with that of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles, the particle size
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of PTX-FA-SF/PPP increased by about 15 nm. However, there is no significant
difference. The bigger size might result from successful folic acid conjugation.
Besides,

many

small

pores

appear

on

the

surface

morphology

of

PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles. However, the surface of PTX-SF/PPP prepared
by SEDS process is tight. It should be noted that the folic acid modification
occurs in the NaOH solution and dried PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles have been
obtained by freeze drying process. Therefore, these pores might be attributed to
degradation of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles in the process of folic acid
modification slightly and water evaporation from PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles
by freeze drying.

7.4 Chemical properties
7.4.1 FTIR analysis
Figure 7.5 shows FTIR spectras of folic acid (FA), PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles, and PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles. The characteristic peak of
folic acid at 1606 cm-1 , 1695 cm-1 and 1483cm-1 is due to benzene's conjugated
double absorption), ester bond, and hetero-ring, conjugated double bond,
respectively. For the PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles, the main characteristic peak at
-1

709 cm , 1521 cm

-1

and at 1759 cm-1 is attributed to C–C stretching of PTX,

β-sheet of silk fibroin nanoparticles and C=O stretching of PPP in SF/PPP
nanoparticles

respectively.

After

folic

acid

modification,

no

obvious

characteristic FTIR absorption peak of folic acid was observed in the spectra of
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PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles. In general, the characteristic FTIR absorption
peak of folic acid is very difficult to be found due to low content of folic acid
grafted on the PTX-SF/PPP. In order to study the conjugation of folic acid with
the PTX-FA-SF/PPP, an enzymatic hydrolysis experiment was designed to
characterize PTX-FA-SF/PPP and determine the content of folic acid on the
PTX-FA-SF/PPP.

Figure 7.5 FTIR spectras of folic acid (FA), PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles, and
PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles

7.4.2 Determination of folic acid content
Calibration curve of folic acid

Method:

1 mg of folic acid was dissolved in 10 ml of 0.1N NaOH. The

resulting solution was diluted by pH 8.0 NaOH to obtain folic acid solutions with
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different concentrations (0.05; 0.025; 0.0125; 0.00625; 0.003125 mg/ml). An
ultraviolet spectrophotometer was used to measure their OD value at 280 nm and
365 nm respectively. Then an equation could be calculated by performing linear
regression.

Results:

Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 show the calibration curves of folic

acid when the wavelength is 365 nm and 280 nm respectively. As shown in these
two figures, there is a linear response for folic acid within a concentration range
of 0.05~0.003125 mg/ml under UV detection. When the wavelength is 365 nm
and 280 nm, the equation is Y=0.06686+16.87316*X (R2=0.99783) respectively.

Figure 7.6 Calibration curve of folic acid at 365nm

Figure 7.7 Calibration curve of folic acid at 280nm
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Determination of folic acid content
10 mg of lyophilized PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles and 10 mg of
PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles (control group) were added into 4 ml of 0.25 g/ml
prancreation solution and reacted for 24 hours to obtain hydrolysates at room
temperature. Then the supernatant from the enzymatic hydrolysate above
obtained by centrifugation (14000 rpm, 5 min) was analyzed by an UV
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan) in the 200~500 nm range. The
pecentage of folic acid conjugated with PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles was
measured according to calibration curve of folic acid when the wavelength is 280
and 365 nm respectively.
The amount of folate conjugated with PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles was
determined using an ultraviolet spectrophotometer. Figure 7.8 indicates the
UV-Vis spectra of folic acid (FA), PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles, and pancreatin
hydrolysates of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles and PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles.
In general, silk fibroin consists of Ala (43.07%), Gly (27.27%), Ser
(11.26%), Tyr (5.26%) and Asp (4.47%). Strong absorption was observed at
around 205 and 280 nm owing to the presence of the side chains (conjugated
double bond: C=C-C=C) of aromatic amino acids (Tyr, Ser). For folic acid, the
characteristic peaks are at 280 nm and at 365 nm. Obviously, compared to that of
PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles, the UV-Vis spectra of pancreatin hydrolysates
PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles showed a stronger peak at 280 nm and new
peak at 365 nm. This indicates that the folate was conjugated with the amino
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groups of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles successfully.
According to the calibration curve of folic acid at 365 nm, it can be
calculated that the folic acid (FA) content is about 0.01669 mg/10 mg of
PTX-FA-SF-PPP nanoparticles. Folic acid can bind to tumor cell selectively,
promote

tumor-taregeted

internalization.

Therefore,

PTX-FA-SF-PPP

nanoparticles will have potential application in tumor-targeted drug delivery.

Figure 7.8 UV-Vis spectras of folic acid (FA), PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles,
pancreatin hydrolysates of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles and PTX-FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles

7.5 Drug load, encapsulation efficiency, and in vitro
drug release properties
7.5.1 Drug load and encapsulation efficiency
The UV-Vis/HPLC assay was used to measure the PTX content in
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lyophilized PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles. The method was described in
Chapter 6. In this study, the drug load (DL) and encapsulation efficiency (EE) of
PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles is 18.1% and 90.6% respectively. After folic acid
modification, the DL and EE decreased to 15.5% and 77.4% respectively. The
loss of PTX may have resulted from the drug release and washing out of
PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles by the ddH2O.

7.5.2 In vitro drug release
The UV-Vis/ HPLC assay method was used to measure the PTX content in
lyophilized PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles. The method was described in
Chapter 6. In this study, the DL and EE of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles were
18.1% and 90.6% respectively. After folic acid modification, the DL and EE of
PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles decreased to 15.5% and 77.4% respectively. The
loss of PTX may have resulted from the drug release and washing out of
PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles by the ddH2O.
The in vitro drug release property of PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles is also
investigated in PBS solution under different pH conditions (6.0 and 7.4). As
shown in Figure 7.9, in the first 6 hours, there was a burst effect with regard to
PTX. And the cumulative release of PTX was 8.1% and 11.6% in PBS solution
(pH 7.4) and PBS solution (pH 6.0) respectively. Then the PTX could be released
in a stable way. After 7 days, the cumulative release of PTX increased to 27.8%
and 21.3% in PBS solution (pH 7.4) and PBS solution (pH 6.0), respectively.
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Compared to the in vitro drug release curve of PTX from PTX-SF/PPP, it can be
concluded that the drug release rate of PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles is slightly
higher than that of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles. In general, the drug release may
be mainly controlled by drug diffusion from polymer particles. Therefore pores
localized on the surface of PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles could improve the
release of PTX molecules.

Figure 7.9 In vitro release profile of PTX from PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles in
PBS buffer (pH 6.0 and 7.4)

7.6 Tumor targeting analysis
The cellular uptake of the fluorescent SF/PPP nanoparticles and folate
conjugated SF/PPP nanoparticles (FA-SF/PPP) was analyzed using a flow
cytometry method shown in Section 5.5.3 of Chapter 5 to quantify the amount of
the nanoparticles internalized by the cells. The flow cytometry evaluates the
fluorescence intensity of each cell. In order to assess the tumor targeting property
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of the FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles against folate receptors (FR) on the cell, MCF-7
cell line and HFF-1 cell line were used as FR-positive cancer cells and
FR-negative normal cells, respectively. Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 shows the
fluorescence histograms of HFF-1 and MCF-7 cells incubated with SF/PPP
nanoparticles for 0.5h, 4h and 24h respectively. Their results about cellular
uptake presented by mean fluorensce intensity of HFF-1 and MCF-7 cells
incubated with SF/PPP nanoparticles for 0.5h, 4h and 24h have been exhibited in
Figure 7.12. Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14 shows the fluorescence histograms of
HFF-1 and MCF-7 cells incubated with FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles for 0.5h, 4h
and 24h respectively. The Figure 7.15 summarized the results of Figure 7.13 and
Figure 7.14 and indicated the results of the cellular uptake presented by mean
fluorensce intensity of HFF-1 and MCF-7 cells incubated with FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles for 0.5h, 4h and 24h.
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Figure 7.10 Fluorescence histograms of HHF-1 cells incubated with SF/PPP
nanoparticles for 0.5h, 4h and 24h

Figure 7.11 Fluorescence histograms of MCF-7 cells incubated with SF/PPP
nanoparticles for 0.5h, 4h and 24h

Figure 7.12 Cellular uptake of SF/PPP nanoparticles by HFF-1 and MCF-7 cells
for 0.5h, 4h and 24h
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Figure 7.13 Fluorescence histograms of HHF-1 cells incubated with FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles for 0.5h, 4h and 24h

Figure 7.14 Fluorescence histograms of MCF-7 cells incubated with FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles for 0.5h, 4h and 24h
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Figure 7.15 Cellular uptake of FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles by HFF-1 and MCF-7
cells for 0.5h, 4h and 24h
As shown in Figure 7.12, the fluorescence intensity of MCF-7 cells was
significantly lower than that of HFF-1 cells after 30 minutes of incubation with
SF/PPP nanoparticles. However, in the case of FA-SF/PPP, Figure 7.15 indicates
that MCF-7 cells displays a higher the fluorescence intensity than HHF-1 cells.
After 4 hours of incubation, fluorescence intensity of two kinds of nanoparticles
internalized by MCF-7 cells is significantly higher than that internalized by
HFF-1 cells. Table 7.1 summarizes the results about ratio of fluorescence
intensity of nanoparticles in MCF-7 cells to that in HFF-1 cells at different
incubation time (hours). Obviously, when incubation time increased from 0.5
hours to 4 hours, FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles possessed faster cellular uptake by
MCF-7 cells than SF/PPP nanoparticles significantly (p < 0.05). Therefore, folic
acid grafted on SF/PPP nanoparticles plays an important role to improve cellular
uptake of SF/PPP nanoparticles against MCF-7 cells in a short time relatively.
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Figure 7.16 (a) DIC and (b) Fluorescence images of MCF-7 cells after 0.5h of
incubation with SF/PPP nanoparticles

Figure 7.17(a) DIC and (b) Fluorescence images of MCF-7 cells after 0.5h of
incubation with FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles
The fluorescence microscopy observation for MCF-7 cells incubated
with SF/PPP and FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles for 0.5h shown in Figure 7.16 and
Figure 7.17 also indicate that the fluorescence intensity of FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles in the MCF-7 cells was higher than that of SF/PPP nanoparticles. It
must be noted that the ratio of amount of FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles internalized
by MCF-7 cells to HFF-1 cells was higher than that of SF/PPP nanoparticles
when incubation time was 4 hours and 24 hours for SF/PPP significantly (p
<0.05, shown in Table 7.1). It indicates that the enhanced cellular uptake of
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FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles can maintain in a long period.
Table 7.1 The ratio of fluorescence intensity of nanoparticles in MCF-7 cells to
that in HFF-1 cells at different incubation time (hours)

Incubation time
Nanoparticles

SF/PPP

FA-SF/PPP

P value

0.5 hours

4 hours

24 hours

0.75

1.675

1.31

Mean

0.056

0.036

0.22

SD

1.06

3.64

2.24

Mean

0.021

0.110

0.083

SD

0.001

0.004

0.002

Therefore, according to the results of flow cytometric analysis and
fluorescence microscopy observation, it can be concluded that the cellular uptake
of the SF/PPP into MCF-7 cells was improved using covalent conjugating folic
acid (FA) to SF/PPP nanoparticlese. Actually, the FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles were
interalized into the MCF-7 cells via a folate receptor (FR)-mediated endocytosis
because of high expression of FR on cells membrane of MCF-7 cells [190, 191].
In contrast, for HFF-1 cells without overexpressed folic acid receptors, the
fluorescence intensity in cytoplasm displays a lower difference between the
SF/PPP and FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles. The effective transportation of SF/PPP
nanoparticles into cells may be mediated through a nonspecific endocytosis
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process. Therefore, the FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles can be internalized into MCF-7
cancer cells through a folate receptor (FA)-mediated endocytosis mechanism and
thus possess a tumor-specific targeting ability for the drug delivery.

7.7 In vitro cytotoxicity study
The flow cytometric analysis showed that folic acid modified SF/PPP
(FA-SF/PPP) nanoparticles exhibited higher cellular uptake ability than SF/PPP
nanoparticles by folic acid receptor-overexpressing cancer cells. Does the
conjuation of folic acid to SF/PPP nanoparticles influence the transport of
anti-tumor agents to cells? To inverstigate the issue, in vitro cytotoxicity of
control, PTX-SF/PPP, PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles were compared using
MCF-7 (FR+) and HFF-1 (FR-) as target cells. MTS assay described in Section
4.2.6 has been used to measure the in vitro cytotoxicity of samples. As
presented in Chapter 6, SF/PPP nanoparticles as drug carrier showed relatively
nontoxic to cells. Therefore, cytotoxicity of PTX loaded SF/PPP nanoparticles
resulted from mostly PTX encapsulated in nanoparticles.

7.7.1 In vitro cytotoxicity to MCF-7 cells
Figure 7.18 indicates the cell viability of MCF-7 cells incubated with
nanoparticles for 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 days. As shown in Figure 7.18, two kinds of
samples, including PTX-SF/PPP and PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles showed a
time-dependent cytotoxicity to MCF-7 cells. With increase of incubation time to
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seven days, the cell viability of MCF-7 cells incubated with PTX-SF/PPP and
PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles was reduced to 27.9% and 30.3% respectively.
However, there was no significant difference between cytotoxicity of
PTX-SF/PPP and PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles after 7 days of incubation.

Figure 7.18 Cell viability of MCF-7 cells incubated with nanoparticles for 1, 2, 3,
5 and 7 days
The Live/dead assay shown in Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.22 also
supported these results. Green cells and red cells were considered to be were live
cells and dead cells, respectively. After one day of incubation with PTX-SF/PPP
and PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles, many dead cells have been obersved.
Furthermore, the cell morphology changes of MCF-7 cells incubated
with these two kinds of samples for 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 days were also
investiagated. As shown in Figure 7.19 (a) and Figure 7.20 (a), MCF-7 cells
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displayed typical epithelial morphology

before

adding

the

PTX

loaded

nanoparticles. However, after the attachment ability of the cells became poor and
a large number of cells floated, became round and brushed off with increase of
incubation time to 7 days, a behavior consistent with cell death.

Figure 7.19 Optical images of MCF-7 cells incubated with PTX-FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles for (a) 0 day, (b) 1 day, (c) 2 days, (d) 3 days, (e) 5 days and (f) 7
days
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Figure 7.20 Optical images of MCF-7 cells incubated with PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles for (a) 0 day, (b) 1 day, (c) 2 days, (d) 3 days, (e) 5 days and (f) 7
days
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Figure 7.21 Live/Dead images of MCF-7 cells incubated with 0.5 µg/ml
PTX-SF/PPP for 24 hours (a) live cell and (b) dead cells

Figure 7.22 Live/Dead images of MCF-7 cells incubated with 0.5 µg/ml
PTX-FA-SF/PPP for 24 hours (a) live cell and (b) dead cells

7.7.2 In vitro cytotoxicity to HFF-1 cells
The cytotoxicities of PTX-SF/PPP and PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles to
HFF-1 cells were also studied. Figure 7.23 shows cell viability of HFF-1 cells
incubated with nanoparticles for 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 days. Obviously, cell viability of
HHF-1 cells was reduced to 47.6% and 44.1% respectively after 7 days of
incubation with PTX-SF/PPP and PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles respectively.
These results were also supported by the morphology changes of HFF-1 cells in
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the process of incubation with PTX-SF/PPP and PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles.
As shown in Figure 7.24, before incubation, HFF-1 cells exhibited
typical fibroblast morphology. However, when incubation time increased to 7 day,
a large number of cells floated, brushed off, and became round, a behavior
consistent with cell death. In general, cytotoxicity of PTX-FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles is slightly higher than PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles after 7 days
incubation. However, the significant difference of cytotoxicity between
PTX-SF/PPP and PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles was not observed.

Figure 7.23 Cell viability of HFF-1 cells incubated with nanoparticles for 1, 2, 3, 5
and 7 days
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Figure 7.24 Optical images of HFF-1 cells incubated with PTX-FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles for (a) 0 day, (b) 1 day, (c) 2 days, (d) 3 days, (e) 5 days and (f) 7
days

7.7.3 Comparsion of cytotoxicity to MCF-7 and HFF-1
cells
In this study, MCF-7 cells with overexpressed folate receptors and
HFF-1 cells without overexpressed folate receptors was chosen as a tumor cells
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model and normal cells model respectively. The study on difference of
cytotoxicity between MCF-7 and HFF-1 cells can help understand the delivery of
anticancer agents to cells. As shown in Figure 7.18, PTX-load nanoparticles
including PTX-SF/PPP and PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles caused a 72.1% ±
2.4% and 69.6% ± 4.1% decrease in the cell viability of MCF-7 cells respectively.
However, cell viability of HHF-1 cells incubated with PTX-SF/PPP and
PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles decreased by 52.4% ± 5.1% and 55.9% ± 4%
respectively. Therefore, PTX loaded nanoparticles exhibited higher cytotoxicity
to MCF-7 than to HFF-1 cells after one week of incubation significantly (p <
0.05). The result will be beneficial to the tumor therapy and reduce the damage to
normal cells.
Besides, it should be noted that cell viability of MCF-7 cell incubated
with PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles was lower than that incubated with
PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles for one day. Moreover, according to the results of
in vitro cytotoxicity in Chapter 6, the PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles possessed a
lower cytotoxicity to MCF-7 than free PTX after one day of incubation. It might
result from two possible reasons. On one hand, under in vitro conditions, free
PTX was transported into the MCF-7 cells more efficiently than PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles, which are taken up by cells through endocytosis. On the other
hand, free PTX is effective once it enters cells, while the PTX encapsulated in
SF/PPP nanoparticles need escape from endosome/lysosome pathway for
endocytosis and be released in a controlled way [188, 189]. As PTX-SF/PPP
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nanoparticles possessed a faster drug release rate than free PTX in vitro, it is
probably that PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles can be internalized by MCF-7 cells
faster than free PTX. Therefore, the process of endosome escape will inhibit the
cytotoxicity of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles. However, in a long period, more
PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles were internalized and PTX can be released from
PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles to inhibit the cell viability of MCF-7 in a stable way.
Here, PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles displayed a higher cytotoxicity to
MCF-7 cells than PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles after one day of incubation.
According to the analysis above, PTX-FA-SF/PPP could possess faster cellular
uptake by MCF-7 cells than PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles. Moreover, faster
internalization should result from folate-mediated specific endocytosis. The
results were also supported by the results of flow cytometric analysis.
In contrast, the cytotoxicity of PTX-SF/PPP and PTX-FA-SF/PPP to
HHF-1 cells has no obvious difference after one day of incubation. It can be
concluded that HFF-1 without overexpressed folate receptors can not mediate a
folate-specific cellular uptake of PTX-SF/PPP and PTX-FA-SF/PPP. Therefore,
the cellular uptake of PTX-SF/PPP and PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles has no
obvious difference and thus similar anti-tumor ability was observed.
In summary, the different cytotoxicity between HFF-1 and MCF-7 cells
indicated that PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles possessed faster cellular uptake by
MCF-7 cells than PTX-SF/PPP and folic acid (FA) on PTX-FA-SF/PPP improved
the tumor-specific cellular uptake. Therefore, PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles can
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be used as smart drug delivery system for tumor-targeted therapy.

7.8 Summary
In this Chapter, folic acid was conjugated on the surface of PTX-SF/PPP
nanoparticles successfully. The result of UV-Vis spectra analysis indicated that
the folic acid (FA) content was about 0.01669 mg/10 mg PTX-FA-SF-PPP
nanoparticles. Folic acid modification and freeze drying reduced the PTX content.
And the drug load and encapsulation efficiency of PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles
decreased to 15.5% and 77.4% from 18.1% and 90.6% respectively. Moreover,
PTX could be released from PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles in a controlled way.
The cumulative release of PTX increased to 27.8% and 21.3% in PBS buffer (pH
6.0) and PBS buffer (pH 7.4) respectively in one week.

Flow cytometric

analysis and the fluorescence microscopy observation indicated that FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles exhibited a higher cellular uptake ability than SF/PPP nanoparticles
and can be internalized into tumour cells via a folate-receptor-mediated
endocytosis mechanism and thus possessed a tumour-specific targeting ability for
the delivery of drugs. In vitro cytotoxicity studies indicated that PTX-FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles showed a time-dependent cytotoxicity and can treat tumour cells
effectively. Therefore PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles could be utilized as a smart
drug delivery system for tumour-targeted therapy.
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and suggestions for future work
8.1 Conclusion
The development of novel nanoparticle drug delivery systems via green
nanotechnology is critical to enhance drug bioavailability and reduce the severity
of side-effects during the administration of drugs in the biomedical field,
especially for tumor therapy. In Chapter 2, the fundamental knowledge
framework of silk fibroin-based nanoparticle drug delivery systems for tumor
therapy was reviewed and knowledge gaps identified. The purpose of this
research was to fill the knowledge gaps and develop a silk fibroin-based
nanoparticle drug delivery system by supercritical CO2 technology to treat
tumors. This purpose was achieved by completing the five objectives identified
in Chapter 1 as summarized in the following aspects.
1. To prepare silk fibroin nanoparticles of small particle size and excellent
biocompatibility by novel nanotechnology. This objective was achieved in
Chapter 3. Solution-enhanced dispersion by supercritical CO2 (SEDS) was firstly
used to successfully prepare silk fibroin nanoparticles with particle sizes from
52.5 nm to 102.3 nm and particle size distribution (span) from 0.32 to 0.66.
Meanwhile, the investigation using 24 full factorial design indicated that
increasing the concentration and the flow rate of silk fibroin solution and
precipitation temperature raised the particle size and particle size distribution of
silk fibroin nanoparticles, while reducing the precipitation pressure decreased the
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particle size and particle size distribution. The optimized process parameters to
produce silk fibroin nanoparticles can be described as follows (P: 20 MPa, T:
35 °C; Concentration of solution: 0.5%; Flow rates of solution: 0.5 ml·min-1,
respectively). Based on the analysis of the effect of process parameters on
particle size, a possible silk fibroin nanoparticle formation mechanism was
proposed based on the formation and growth of silk fibroin nuclei in the gaseous
miscible phase evolved from initial droplets generated by a liquid-liquid phase
split. The mutual mass transfer between supercritical CO2 (scCO2) and solution
superimposed on the supersaturation was the most important process parameter
to affect nanoparticle formation.
2. To characterize silk fibroin (SF) nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS
process and explore its application in drug delivery systems. This objective was
achieved in Chapter 4. The results indicated that the SF nanoparticles prepared
by the SEDS process exhibited excellent biocompatibility and time and
concentration-dependent cellular uptake properties. A PTX and IDMC loading
experiment suggested that the drug load (DL) and encapsulation efficiency (EE)
of PTX-SF and IDMC-SF nanoparticles were about 19.86% and 99.32%, and
6.11% and 30.52% respectively. Different DL and EE for two kinds of drug
encapsulated by SF nanoparticles may have resulted from different precipitation
kinetics in the SEDS process. After the ethanol treatment, DL and EE of
IDMC-SF nanoparticles decreased to 2.05% and 10.23%. However, almost all
PTX was lost. An in vitro drug release experiment indicated that the
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accumulative release of IDMC from IDMC-SF nanoparticles was 61.15% after 6
h and reached 87% after 24 h. The drug release then reached a plateau and only
5% more of the drug was released over the next 24 h. Obviously there is no burst
effect and the drug is released in a stable way. In a word, the SF nanoparticles
fabricated by the SEDS process are a potential drug carrier to be used in
biomedical field.
3. To develop a novel SF/PPP nanoparticle drug carrier to overcome the
shortcomings of natural SF and synthetic PLLA-PEG-PLLA (PPP) polymer in
supercritical CO2. This objective was achieved in Chapter 5. In this study,
SF/PPP nanoparticles with mean particle size of 634.1±173.7 nm were
successfully fabricated by a modified SEDS process, in which a stainless steel
cylinder container with a piston was designed as “injector” and could deliver a
suspension composed of silk fibroin nanoparticles and PPP solution to avoid
obstruction of the pump and delivery system. SEM and TEM images indicated
that the silk fibroin nanoparticles were dispersed on the PPP nanoparticles. FTIR
analysis indicated that the composite nanoparticles consist of silk fibroin and
PPP polymer. The results of XRD indicated that the SEDS process reduced the
crystalline state of products. The MTS assay indicated that SF/PPP nanoparticles
possess much better biocompatibility and faster cell adhesion and internalization
ability compared with PPP nanoparticles. In conclusion, SF/PPP nanoparticles
prepared by the SEDS process could be used as potential biomaterials in the
biomedical field, especially nanoparticle drug delivery systems.
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4. To encapsulate PTX using SF/PPP nanoparticles by the SEDS process
and study the anti-tumor activity of PTX loaded SF/PPP nanoparticles in vitro.
This objective was achieved in Chapter 6. The resulting PTX loaded SF/PPP
(PTX-SF/PPP) nanoparticles with mean particle size of 650.6 ± 158.8 nm do not
need induction of water insolubility and avoid the drug loss of PTX loaded silk
fibroin nanoparticles in post-treatment. PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles enhanced the
solubility of PTX exhibiting a controlled drug release. Especially the drug release
rate in PBS solution could be accelerated with decrease of pH value from 7.4 to
6.0. This property can benefit tumor-specific therapy due to the unique tumor
environment. In vitro cytotoxicity assay for MCF-7 cells and HePG-2 cells
indicated that PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles had a slightly higher cytotoxity after
one week than that of free PTX. However, the difference was not significant. In
terms of the characteristics of nanoparticles, PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles have
potential application in the field of tumor therapy.
5. To develop smart folic acid grafted PTX-/SF/PPP nanoparticles for
tumor-targeted therapy. This objective was achieved in Chapter 7. The mean
particle size of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles is 665.4 ± 200.6 nm. The analysis of
the UV-Vis spectra of pancreatin hydrolysates of PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles and
PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles indicated the content of folic acid (FA) grafted on
the PTX-SF/PPP nanoparticles was about 0.01669 mg/10 mg of PTX-FA-SF-PPP
nanoparticles. Folic acid modification and freeze drying reduced the PTX content.
And the drug load and encapsulation efficiency of PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles
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decreased to 15.5% and 77.4% from 18.1% and 90.6% respectively. Moreover,
PTX can be released from PTX-FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles in a sustained way. The
cumulative release of PTX increased to 27.8% and 21.3% in pH 7.4 and pH 6.0
PBS buffer respectively. The flow cytometric analysis showed that the
FA-SF/PPP possessed a higher cellular uptake by MCF-7 tumor cells than
SF/PPP nanoparticles. However, the MTS assay indicated that in vitro anti-tumor
activity had no significant difference between PTX-loaded FA-SF/PPP and
PTX-loaded SF/PPP nanoparticles. In terms of tumor-targeted delivery and high
drug load and controlled drug release properties, the PTX-FA-SF/PPP
nanoparticles could be utilized as an effective drug delivery system for
tumor-targeted therapy.

8.2 Suggestions for future research
Although the objectives of this thesis have been achieved, there are
unavoidable limitations to the current research work that ideally need further
investigation.
1. Silk fibroin nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS process are
water-soluble natural biopolymers with excellent biocompatibility. In the present
study, IDMC and PTX were chosen as the drug model. IDMC and PTX loaded
nanoparticles could be prepared successfully. However, drug leakage occurs and
a large number of drugs have been lost in the process of water-insoluble
induction by ethanol treatment.

Therefore, to choose suitable drugs, especially
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anti-cancer drugs to avoid drug leakage caused by ethanol treatment will be very
necessary.
2. Improvement of supercritical antisolvent (CO2) apparatus：In chapter 5,
a particle suspension delivery system was introduced to deliver suspension
solution which included silk fibroin nanoparticles and PLLA-PEG-PLLA (PPP)
into the high-pressure vessel. However, silk fibroin nanoparticles are difficult to
be dispersed into DCM solution containing PPP polymer over a long time period.
Therefore, the SF/PPP nanoparticles prepared by the SEDS process cannot
exhibit

regular

spherical

shape.

The

improvement

of

supercritical

antisolvent (CO2) apparatus such as setting up an ultrasonic energy near samples
will be useful to obtain a homogenous nanoparticle suspension solution and
prepare composite nanoparticles. Moreover, more studies about designing novel
nozzles and how to decrease the particle size of SF/PPP nanoparticles is very
necessary because particles of small size can enhance the cellular uptake and
tumor targeting behaviour via the EPR effect.
3. Two kinds of methods shown in Chapter 5 were used to prepare silk
fibroin /PLLA-PEG-PLLA (SF/PPP) composite nanoparticles. Particularly, a
homogenous solution including SF and PPP polymers were used to prepare
SF/PPP nanoparticles. However, no SF/PPP composite nanoparticles formed.
Future work can focus on selecting suitable synthetic polymers to combine with
silk fibroin to prepare natural SF/synthetic polymer composite nanoparticles by
the SEDS process.
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4. An animal model was suggested to evaluate the in vivo anti-tumor
activity. There existed a significantly different environment between in vitro
and in vivo. Even though PTX-loaded SF/PPP and FA-SF/PPP nanoparticles
displayed sustained drug release properties and noticeable anti-tumor efficacy in
vitro, it is highly recommended to conduct further experiments using in vivo
animal models. For example, pharmacokinetic and biodistribution studies can be
used to evaluate the blood circulating levels of nanoparticles and the effect of
passive tumor targeting (EPR effect). Compared to in vitro cytotoxicity, in vivo
anti-tumor

activity in

animal

models

can

exhibit

a

more

realistic

therapeutic efficacy of PTX-loaded nanoparticles against cancer. The relevant
work will be investigated in future work.
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